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FOREWORD

This report constitutes the results of a three-day workshop on
data base systems held in Fort Lauderdale, Florida on October 29, 30
and.31, 1975.

The workshop was sponsored jointly by the National

Bureau of Standards (NBS) and the Association for Computing Machinery.

The workshop continues the close working relationship that was started
in 1972 between the Institute for Computer Sciences and Technology of
NES and a major professional organization, the ACM.
The idea to hold a workshop was proposed to NBS and ACM by Mr.
Richard .Canning who was appointed General Chairman.

The purpose of

the workshop was to bring together leading.users, managers, designers,
implementors and researchers in the area of data base technology to
provide insight for managers facing data base management decisions.

John L, Berg, Editor
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ABSTRACT

,

What information about data base technology does a manager need to make
prudent decisions about using this new technology? To provide this
information the National Bureau of Standards and the Association for
Computing Machinery established a workshop of approximately 80 experts
in five major subject areas. The five.soject areas were auditing,
evolving technology, government regulations, standards, and user
experience.
Each area prepared a report contained in these proceedings.
The proceedings provide guidance of steps managers should follow to prepare themselves and tpeir organization for the installation of data base
management concepts. IThe auditing working panel noted the increased
vulnerability of organizations who integrate their formerly dispersed
and redundant files into a data base and suggest actions to address this
risk.
The technology report noted several promising parallel developments but concluded that the future would see evolving, rather than
revolutionary data base progress. Government regulations, particularly
the drive for individual privacy rights, were seen to play an important
role in determining data base directions and the panel's guidance on
cost impact suggest that organizations would experience reduced costs
with data base technology.
Standards pervaded all issues and were
found necessary in several sub-areas of data base technology but the
panel'saw no immediate likelihood of national data base standards. The
user experience working panel noted that data base systems had impacted
their organizations to the extenj,of reconsidering existing data flows,
areas of responsibilities, andIrocedures.

Key Words:

Auditingi.cost/benefit analysis; data base; data base
managemeht; DBMS; government regulation; management
objectives; privacy; security; standards; technology
assessment; user experience.
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A MANAGEMENT OVERVIEW

What information does a manager need to use data base technology?
This question prompted a joint NBS and ACM workshop to which data base
authorities were invited to answer this question. Keynote speaker,
Daniel Magraw, spoke for managers when he identified eight areas of
need. These'were:
1.

2.
3.

4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Establish management's DBMS objectives
Have realistic expectations
Organize for data base systems
Perform cost/benefit analyses
Plan the transition to data base systems
Prov,de data base training
Anticipate the privacy issue
Recognize DBMS security implications

The workshop divided into five working panels to consider DBMS
development from the standpoint of auditing, government regulatiors4
standards, technology, and user experience.
In the following summary,'the main points made by these five
working panels have been combined under the above eight areas of need,
thus providing some of the guidance that Magraw sought. In addition,
the issue of data base standards pervaded all eight needs and has been
treated under a special heading.
While this summary indicates some rangl of opinion, the reader
should refer to the full reports for a more comprehensive look at the
different viewpoints.
1.

Establish management's DBMS objectives

Managers should begin considering data base technology by preThe data base
paring written statements of objectives and plans.
technology plan should include these sub-goals:
o

Determine management goals and define benefits sought
'in a plan that has top management approval.

o

Prepare a cost/benefit aalysis (se2 4 below). Use
this analysis to seek top management commitment for
data base plan and to enlist middle management supliort.
Involve middle management in planning, implementation,
and usa
by identifying their data base advantages.,

o

Develop a five year (or more) program:

8
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(1)

Utilize middle management participation co
select high pay-off applications and data
suitable for integration.

(2)

Plan for data base compatibility with existing
data use, (i.e., insure doing no harm to
existing systems).

(3)

Develop a standards plan and its application
scope (see Standards below).

o

Establish a data base administration function and
integrate with existing organization (see 3 below).

o

Select a DBMS system on the basis of suitability for
immediate needs, benefits, and high probability of
pay-off:
(1)

Seek system stability by selecting a system
offering flexibility, appropriate data independence, and established standards.

(2)

Evaluate supporting tools provided with DBMS
such as luditing software, performance measurement, manual and automated tuning, security
provisions (see 8 below).

(3)

Assess carefully risks associated with committing to the selected DBMS in terms of the
costs to back out or select an alternative
DBMS. Determine ability to convert data,
programs, and skills to other DBMS.

o

Prepare a plan for transition to DBMS and gradual
phasing to the degree of integration and central
control desired (see 5 below).

o

Prepare a plan for training.
Include all levels
of management in plan.
Involve users in planning
applications, sharing of data elements, and assigning
data element responsibilities.

o

Include in planning, provisions for appropriate controls to meet legislative or regulatory requirements
(see 7 below).

o

Addrets auditing needs early by including internal
auditors in design phases and making available
auditing tools appropriate for external auditors.

viii
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Recognize that DBMS increases the need for close,
effective auditing and also it makes auditing
more difficult to do.
Understand that the auditors
will need to access data independent of the routine,
method of access.
.

2.

o

Prepare a continuous program for monitoring DBMS
effectiveness against current management goals.

Have realistic expectations
o

Assess two areas of potential benefits with objective
and quantifiable dimensions: those derived from the
installed DBMS (see 4 below) and those anticipated
from advancements in data base technology.

o

Do not delay immediate DBMS benefits while awaiting
perfected systems. Technological progress over the
next five to ten years most likely will advance in
evolUtionary rather than revolutionary steps. No
big surprises lie around the corner.

o

Look for and encourage technical developments in the
following areas:
(1)

Tools to measure and improve DBMS performance.
Current technology can provide such tools now,
but user pressure will speed their incorporation

ino'DBMS.
(2)

Nils performance simulators.

These offer a useful,
inexpensive alternative to actual performance measurements but may become subjective in important exmnination

o

areai.

Though DBMS usually relieve hardware constraints, new
hardware 'can affect the degree of physical independence
Few objective or quantifiable measures
from DBMS to DBMS.
of this degree of variance exist. Evaluation is often
subjective and intuitive. However, managers should
watch for:
(1)

Major breakthroughs in storage device speed which
would lessen the need for optimization and utunthe
required for achieving DBMS pay-offs in existing
systems.

10
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(2)

o

o

3.

Major breakthroughs in on-line storage capacity which
would permit more flexible usage of performance
measures (like audit trails) since they, too,
could be stored on-line for computer use.

Anticipate the impact of these possible software advances:
(1)

Future system enhancements which will gradually
offer more automatic performance "tuning" with
resultant economies.
Current DBMS performance
measuring and improving techniques are generally
applied "manually."

(2)

Future DBMS which offer representation-independence,
flexible data structures, search path optimization,
high level query languages, or data translation. Such
systems would protect existing investments in data
collection to the extent data conversion is costeffective-

New system architectures are foreseeable in the next five
years.
These include:
(1)

Distributed data bases in which several distinct
data collections appear to the user as one integrated
data base. Such systems offer options on trade-offs.
on such issues as multiple copies of files, security,
and rapid access.

(2)

Minicomputers offering data base function support to
improve main computer processing in the same way minicomputers currently take on communication functions.

Organize for data base systems
o

Develop data base administration function as required by
the extent uf centralized control and data integration
This function should include:
intended.
(1)

Responsibility for data base design, structure,
standards, and integration.

(2)

Selection and control of data dictionary entries.

(3)

Security,and integrity considerations.

(4)

Privacy requirements.

11
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o

Include auditing needs in early design considerations since
use of DBMS intensifies auditor concerns about'system controls, operating procedures, and standards.

o

Assign responsibility for each data element in the data
base. The more data blements are shared, the more needed
are clear responsibility and accountability:

o

Re-evaluate enterprise organization in view of shared
data needs and specific.responsibilities for data
collection and maintenance.

Perform cost/benefit analysisimethodolooy
o

Recognize that, while direct costs (particularly machine
room costs) will be readily determined, DBMS benefits
may reflect more indirect quantities like information
value atid ease of access to data. However, DBMS also has
non-hardware, non-software costs in such things as organization, structural, and discipiinary changes. Positive
indicators for DBMS payoff are a need for: access t
large volumes of data by a wide variety of users, co:;14
or unpredictable queries, :oncurrent access of shared
data, complex information proCessing, and high levels
of integrity and security.

0

The first benefit managers will realize comes from
the formal study of the organization's data needs, its
flow, and the responsibilities associated with data
collection and maintenance.

o

Few eapirical measures of DBMS cost/benefits analysis
Identified benefits often
exist to assist the manager.
seem subjective.
These include:

.

(1)

Reduced costs in ptogramming, programming
modification, and data conversion,

(2)

Reduced data redundancy with resultant hardware
and processing savings as well as improve(Nata
accuracy since the need to update several dopies
in parallel is eliminated,

(3)

Availability of computer power and data to users
without special computer skills. However, some
degree of training is always desirable.

12
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o

Inevitably data base systems must co-exist with other
sysXems.
The cost of such parallekstructures must be
considered as well as the cost of insuring 6mpatib1lity
Along the various existing systems.

o

Investigate simpler 'file management systems for their
ability to provide the benefits sought beforertscepting
DBMS's increased complexity and higher overhead-costs.
Few requirements can justify a one-copy DBMS. Review
such decisions very carefully.

41

o

Avoid the home-built WhS. DBMS are expensive, difficult
systems. They require special development skills. Construction times are measured in years and require a long
term commitment to reach a pay-off.
Custom built systems
lose the benefit of comMon investment. System testing,
certification for security and privacy., and tools for
conversion to the next system would all be expdnses
borne alone.

5.

o

Examine carefully the expense of data independence
features and weigh it against the benefits needed.
Determine the proper degree of data independence from
the enterprise needs and the system's anticipated
stability.

0

Managers should use auditors to determine and monitor the
cost/benefits of DBMS system,.

Plan the transition to data base system
o

Prepare for transition:
(1)

Precede any data integration with data standardization.

(2)

Insure the availability of adequate hardware/software.

(3)

Plan a step-by-step conversion of existing data
collections and.applications. Phasing should
minimize risks at each step.

o

Provide for the natural resistance of people to changed
methods, loss of data ownership, and loss of data con-.
.trol.,_Show benefits to each individual and obtain middle
management's commitment to counter staff's reluctance to
change.

o

Develop in parallel to.DBMS a repertoire of measurement,
simulator, benchmarkingitauditing, and tuning tools.
Collect empirical data OA data base usage, tree lengths/
depths, query rates, mid update rites,

xi i
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6.

Proidde data base training
o

7.

Conduci training appropriate for each phase of development
and implementation. Standard procedures, terminoloay, and
practices will ease training.
Include training for managers
at all levels. Use this opportunity to sill the new technoloay and its advanta§es. Use training to prepare
managers for such sociological factors as reluctance
to change, sharing of data files,. etc. Provide technical
training in data base design, system implications, aqd
possible future directions of data base technoloOy.

Anticipate the privacyissue

Although the Federal Privacy Act of 1974 applied primarily to
Federal agencies, managers should anticipate a major growth in privacy
legislation--including an extension to private industry.
Privacy legislation applfes to personal data collections, whether
automated or not.
DBMS offers opportunities for cost-savings by
utilizing centralization of control to simplify compliance.
Managers will seek certification of DBMS compliance to meet privacy requirements. Auditors face this task reluctantly because of
its difficulty.
The major aspects of existing privacy legislation are:
CONTROLS ON OPERATING PROCEDURES
An organization must:
o
o
o

o
o

a

Take precautions against natural hazards and other
threats to the system and its data
Publish descriptions of its system
Establish procedures for responding to inquiries
from individuals about their records and for settling
complaints about their accuracy
Keep a log of all users of each person's records and
the intent of that use
Make an individual responsible for the enforcement of
privacy legislation
Ensure that data is both timely and accurate

USAGE CONTROLS
An organization must:
o

Inform a subject of the intended use of the data, and
inform the subject if a new use becomes apparent (implications of this in a shared data environment)

14

Use data only for its stated purpose
Transfer data to a new system only with the permission
of'the subject, and only after ensuring that the privacy
of the data will be adequately maintained in the new system

o
o

8.

Recognize DBMS security implications

Recognize the increased vulnerability resulting from centralization
ang integration of corporate data assets. Understand the need for
catastrophe planning, total testing, fail-safe mechanisms, and audit
capabilities.
Select a DBMS with provisions for:
restoring service after failure,
restoring data content to some previously known good state,
validating input and update functions, (central control
of data definitions makes validating standards easier,)
self-diagnosing; DBMS checks its own links or-chain,

(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)

etc.
(5)

producing control totals for validations outside the
DBMS,

(6)

logging security or integrity violatiog,
producing audit trails. Note that operating system or
DBMS logs may not be sufficient for auditors,
establishing terminal security including restricted
access to terminals and other remote entry points.

(7)

(8)

Standards
o

DBMS, by its very nature, forces managers to develop
standards. The earliest decision facing the manager is
the scope to which the standard should apply.. Do the
company needs to achieve DBMS benefits require standards
at the DBMS site only, company wide standards, adherence
to national standards, or even international standards?

o

Standards, if they are to provide confidence in data base
content, meaning, and use, should address four areas:
i terminology, criteria for standards, components (such as
language, data definition, etc.) and usage procedures.

o

Impact of standards is pervasive. They facilitate protection mechanisms and procedures, transitions from system
to system, training, interchange of applications and data,
and the introduction of new technology. , However, standards
can.inhibit the use and development of hew products.
Weighing the advantages and 'disadvantages falls on the
manager of each DBMS installation.

xiv

.

o

Standardization requires prepared detailed specifications,
and established maintenance support. Currently, only the
CODASYL data base capabilities in COBOL were submitted as
a candidate for standards. However, no national or international standard in DBMS seems likely in the next five years.

Conclusion

Prudent managers will approach DBMS with clear, immediate, and
concrete benefits in mind. The approach includes careful preparation
of the organization, planned transition, and step-by-step protection
of existing'functions. Implementation of the DBMS will proceed with
continuous monitoring and training to meet intended objectives. Monitoring will continue throughout the lifespan of the DBMS to develop
real data to optimize this and future DBMS.
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1.

INTRODUCTION

Richard G. Canning
General Chairman
Biographical Sketch
Richard G. Canning, editor and publisher of EDP ANALYZER, has been
active in the computer field since the late 1940's, first as an
electronics engineer at IBM, next in the Navy guided missile program,
then on a UCLA research project, then in consulting, and most recently
(since 1963) in publishing.
Re was a member of the National CounciT of ACM for four years and is
active in ACM professional development and special interest group
activities. Ne was a member of the Board of Directors and an officer
of AFIPS frpni 1968 to 1971. Currently, he is the AFIPS representative
to the IF
Applied Information Processing Group (IAG) and a member of
that gro
s Board of Directors.
Mo

1.1

on

The person who makes the fundamental decisions in an organization
on using data base technology has a difficult task before him. In
making those decisions, he wants to select the most effective course of
action for the near term and at the same time not end up on a dead-end
path a few years from now.
Further, he must select that course of
action from among many alternative$.
For instance, here are just a few of the questions that this
decision maker faces:
*

Should we be considering converting to a data base?
Under what conditions is a data base almost necessary?

*

Should we standardize on a particular data base management system (DBMS)? What is the outlook for a national
standard DBMS?
.

*

Now can our auditors assure themselves that they are
getting access to all appropriate records in a data base?

*

Which now existing and proposed government regulations
appear to have the most impact on costs and methods of
use of data bases?

*

Are any technical breakthroughs in DBM technology
likely in the next five years that will clearly obsolete the current DBMS?

1
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1.2

Goals

To help the data base decision maker on questions such as these,
the National Bureau of Standards and the Association for Computing
Machinery organized this working conference. Our plan was to invite
some 60 to 70 people, from the U.S., Canada, and Western Europe, selected for their knowledge of the field. They would spend 2+ days, organized in five working panels, addressing the basic question: What
is expected to happen in the data base area in the next five years?
Each working panel was:to consider this question from one of five
aspects--auditingef data bases, the effect of government regulations
on data bases, evolving data base technology, standards for DBMS, and
projections based on user experiences with data base technology. Each
working panel was to summarize its conclusions in a report. Together,
these reports, plus some other material, would constitute the conference proceedings.
These proceedings were to be published by the
National Bureau of Standards so as to be available to data base decision
makers.
1.3

Accomplishments
Our main work product, then, was to be this report that you are now

reading.

The working conference was held according to plan, at the end of
Incidentally, in it
October, 1975. This is the report of our work.
you will find some guidance on the questions posed,above, plus a lot,
lot more.
Of course, it will be for you, the reader, to judge how well we
succeeded in providing you with practical guidance for the use of data
base technology.
We do not claim that this report will provide the
answers to all of your questions. I do feel, however, that it will
help remove some of the questions in your mind as to what is likely to
happen in data base technology and usage in the next fivesyears. The
participants were knowledgeable in data base technology and its uses.
I suspect that
This report captures the consensu( of their thinking.
you, like myself, may find some s rprises in what they have to say.
I will not attempt to give any highlights of the report; for that,
pleae read the Management Overview.
If this report can provide you with same "fixes" on questions
relating to effective use of data base technology in the next few
years, we will have met our goal.
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2.

A MANAGER'S VIEWPOINT

Daniel B. Magraw
Keynote Speaker

Biographical Sketch

,Daniel B. Magraw is the Assistant Commissioner for Management,
Department of Administration, State of Minnesota. For the past eight
years and until just recently, he has been responsible.for all aspects
of the State of Minnesota information systems activities. One of the
founqers of the National Association for State Informatlon Systems,
he is a past president and, currently, a member of t4 NASIS Finance,
and Executive Committees. His nearly thirty years' experience in
systems activities is elmost equally divided between the private and
public sectors. He taught courses in Systems for 22 years for the
University of Minnesota. Extension Division. A freqdent speaker on
many matters relating 6 information systems, he haseen deeply involved in the development of federal and Minnesota data security and
privacy legislation.
His present responsibi:ities inct4de management coordination and improvement, program evaluation, and issue
analysis for the Minnesota state government.

The workshop planners recognized the neod
for a keynote talk that would pull together the
five working panels and many different personal
That program
viewpoints into one common program.
would address the neede ofa manager about to consider data base systems. W. hagrato presents the
manager's viewpoint and needs so well that we
present his talk in full.

Editor
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2.1

INTRODUCTION

When Dick Canning called to ask me to speak to this highly select group,
I was completely surprised, and said so. And then I asked: "Why me?"
I can report to you that the only response I heard that made sense was
that my initials were right --- DBM.
I was raised in the midst of the
alphabet soup days of FDR's New Deal and have lived through the latter
day exponents of acronym based government; --- and now that my initials
do stand for something of national consequence, I have a feeling of
fulfillment.
Seriously, I am very happy to be here today at a conference which can
and I expect will have long range influence.
My view is that conferences on major issues, like this.one, under the kind of sponsorship
as we have here, do have an impact, particularly if well documented
and especially if followed up with one or more subsequent meetings.
And also seriously, I have had two major qualms about this task of
keynoting:
first, about the need for anyone to "keynote" a conference
of workshops composed of many experts in various facets of this field,
and second, about my own inadequacies. On the first point, perhaps
there is some advantage to you to listen to someone who is at least
a layman in the field as you shift gears from your regular'activities
preparatory to this three day stint. On the second point, I want to
make it clear that I am not a data base expert (although I might qualify as one of DBM's leading cheer leaders). I finally concluded that
hearing from a non-data base management expert but one who has been
heavily involved both as a manager of computer professionals and as
an executive involved both in providing and using information may be
appropriate.
2.2

IS THERE A NEED FOR DBM GUIDELINES?

The objective of this conference, through its component workshops, is
to develop a set of guidelines covering the principal aspects of DBMS.
Perhaps we should ask whether guidelines are really needed in this
field, or are NBS and ACM simply emphasizing thei. and our own parochiinterests and attributing an importance to a technique way beyond
al
what it deserves? Who needs them? Who wants them?
My emphatic answers are that management does need DBM guidelines, that
management has needed them for some time, that it is impossible to overemphasize the importance of DBM to'the management process, that NBS
and ACM are to be commended for joint initiation of the meeting, and
that I wish they had done it at least two years ago.
2.3

CENTRAL MANAGEMENT ROLE OF DATA

As support for those answers, let me suggest this. The esience of
management, according to all authorities,and to common sense, is ratiodecision making based on the best available data. Thus, the
nal
broad questions of data management lie at the very center of the manage4
r,
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And they have always, been there.
But now we have-techment process.
niques and eqlipment which make it possible to do much-more than previously with data in terms of capturing, storing, editing, organizing.
retrieving, relating, manipulati4g, analyzing. In short, we have the
capability now of moving more rapidly toward ohcaining maximum utility
out of our data resources. When I say "he" in this context, I mean
overall management, not EDP or DB management.
2.4

FUNDAMENTAL DIFFICULTY OF THE TASK

Now hear this: When anyone commences the serious business of rationalizing
the processes related to data and begins working toward the
design and implementation of an orderly, flexible, and comprehensive
DBMS, he finds himself digging around in the very heart and soul of
management. It is an exceedingly complex endeavor; and because of the
nature of the subject matter, that.is, data and information providing
the raw material for managers' decision-making and for evaluation of
their performance, it is also an exceedingly dangerous pastim.
2.5

MANAGEMENT NEED AND DESIRE FOR GUIDELINES

Perhaps we here can agree, then, that the top executive who is serious
about DBMS can be materially aided by a set of DBMS guidelines drafted
by a group of people experienced in all aspects of DBMS. We can also
agree that the top executive who understands the promise and also the
complexities and difficulties of,DBMS will be eager for such guidelines.
As a corollary to this, perhaps we also agree that if there is not some
top executive direction of the process, nothing of DBMS consequence will
happen --- guidelines or not.
But morp.of that later.
2.6

LIMITATIONS ON DBM COVERAGE

Permit me to delimit the subject and to suggest'that we do likewise in
our workshopsFor many.years, some of us have.subscribed to the theory that all systems should and will be on-line, some sooner than others, but all eventually. Also, that computer files will be more cost effective than
manual files --- for all purposes. My perception is that both of these
theories are essentially sound an, if anything, are becoming realities
faster than we have anticipated.
Many have also shared the dream that at some point, in whatever milieu
we ftnd ourselves, small organizations or large, private or public,
all data will be available to us for browsing; and better yet, for converting to information of whatever type we ask; and far better-than
even that, for analyses resulting in formatted presentation to us of
alternative decision packages with trade offs, accompanied"by all
opropriate probabilistic calculations.

5
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I am not willing to give up that drleam, nor do I think we h lc
it up. On a limited basis, we are there in some sub-systems
is coming generally and with increasing speed.

to give
And it

But I would like the luxury of delimiting what we are talking about --without having to tell you now or ever how I would specifically define
those limits. Generally, I suggest we think in terms of data that are
susceptible to one of two uses:
an operational purpose that is typically but not necessarily repetitiiie; and a management purpose such
as in forecasting, planning, command, control, and evaluation. The
first group might be characterized by production type data for day-today purposes and the second by the term browse-worthy. What do these
groups exclude? I said I would not answer that question. But I will
say that in the context of having computerized all data in whatever
form and of whatever nature (correspondence files, blueprints, etc.),
then I think
excludes a bunch.
2.7

THE MANAGEMENT PROBLEMS
.

\

Now moving along quickly to get away 'from that delimitirq exercise. I
would like to express some of my views of the broad problems we are
facing and thus indirectly of where I perceive the need for guidelines.
These are covered in my general order of priority and are inter-related
to varying degrees.

,

You will note that I am more concerned about shortcomings of the providers and the users than I awabout the vendor's defects. By and
large the history of computerization is that users lag behind the
vendors, often far behind. The situation is best exemplified by that
hoary with age story about the Agricultural Extension Agent. He was
extolling to a Mtdwest farmer the virtues and advantages of taking
courses in the Ag Extension's continuing education program. After
brief consideration, the farmer demurred, saying, "I ain't farming
nearly as well as I already know how."
I am going now to suggest eight areas of concern to me, the first one
at some length, and the other seven morb briefly. Then I am going to

' list 15 others.

PROBLEM 1. DBMS OBJECTIVES. The first prOblem is that'there
needs to be a clear and highly specific understanding of the objectives
of DBMS in any organization. It may have been fashionable to keep up
with the JOneses and install a cAmputer or two. But one simply does
not fiddle around with the most precious of all raw materials of an
organization:
its data.
It is simply crucial that the target be
clear. My own belief is that there is a -sineganon of such objectives --- and using a keynoter's prerogative, may I discuss it for
a moment.
2.7.1

It was about 2D years ago when enough IBM 650s were installed so that
even doubting Thomases could see the handwrfting on the wall. I have
6
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to subtract 1955 from 1975 on paper and then with a calculator. I can't
believe it is only 20 years --- at east when I look at the state of the
hardware, software, and communicati ns art, and when I try to conceive
of the overall impact of computers o
'ety.
.

Wthere is a use for the word "incredible", it would be for me, at
least, to describe the phenomenon of the exponential rate of increase
of that impact --- and of its continuation.
But what about the historyof decision-making during that time? Almost
from the beginning of that period and still today, there has been a
constant refrain in the background going something like this: "Computers are good for cost reduction in many routine areas. But you
ain't seen nothing yet." Followed by a "Wait until next year!" shout.
It know about that in Minnesota with our Vikings.
Without any real quantification behind it, my view is that we really
seenKothing yet! in terms of computer decision-making (and'I
don't mean simply in the decision-making process although that obviously is important). I say this even though I have spoken ad
'nauseam-on behalf of the computer as a decision maker. Literally
billions of'decisions, formerly madb by humans in trivial areas, are
made daily by computers. And thousands of fairly profound decisions
(like cracking plant production decisions) are made daily by computers.
And yet, many of us, both theoreticians and practitioners, are forced
Then decision-makers will really use
to say, "Wait tintil next year.
computers for decision-making on a wide scale in most areas of management."
I

Why are we still saying that? The answer lies not in shortcomings of
the computer manufacturers, of the operating software, of specialized
'data base software, or of systems designers. up answer lies in
failure of management to defing their decision 'Ostems so that data
and information systems requirements for those decision systems can be
addressed. This is a repeated and long-standing failure of management.
But decisions are indeed made. They are generally
Sure, it's tough.
based on data and on methodical, logical analyses of the data (based on
intuition normally only in the absence of data). And when data needs
are known and can be satisfied and when the methodical, logical system
for data analysis is known, decision-making can be aided by computers
or can be partially or fully computerized.
But too often, management stands pointing at the industry or its own
systems staff and attributing its own failure to them. It puts one
in mind rather painfully of our exalted Congressmen shouting and pointing at the private sector, both labor and management, accusing them
of causing inflation at a time when Congress is creating a deficit of
between $70 - $100 billion a year and is going to a $2.00 bill in recog.nition of the fact.

7
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The point is that DBMS objectives must be unequivocally established by
top management. So often-they are not. We all know of organizations
in which the EDP'ers are madly pursuing DBMS with literally or virtually no management understanding or interest. And when the objective*
are established, the DBMS programs and pol$cies to reach those objectives must be strongly and visibly supported by management.
2.7.2 PROBLEM 2. REALISM.
The second major problem which I see is related to the first: the question of realism.
I expect it will be
touched one way or another by each workshop. There is an enOrmous
place entitled "Great Expections Cemetary" that is figuratively full of
the bodies and literally full of the broken, altered, or shortened
careers of professionals from all parts of the computer consortium. I
have visited with myself there two times. Some arrived as a result of
a small minority of vendors, academics, writers, providers, or users
overselling, overrating, overstating, etc.

In DBM, we again are faced with that problem. And this time probably
more acutely than ever.
I say "probably" because many DBM failures
are being noticed and they maY have a sobering effect. We are also
faced with another "expectation" problem related to DBM --- mini-computers. The song is beinusung in many quarters, and with increasing
gusto, that all you really need to do is set up each system or subsystem on a mini. Then you will save enormous sums and improve service
to management. And it can be done virtually overnight. No problem on
data integration. Simply hook onto the communication system and browse
contentedly through all files, no matter where located. No problem
of any sort. Amen!

But these are problems of realism for which we need -- I say desperately need -- guidelines.
2.7.3 PROBLEM 3. ORGANIZING FOR DBM. A third problem in management's
DBM turns out
baliwick relates to organizing for Data Base Management.
to be an expensive, academic exercise unless an unequivocacal statement
of responsibility and a proper structure aTT established for the funcIt is not my task, and it would be presumptuous of me, to
tion.
But I cannot refrain
specify what the precise structure should be.
from saying that unless there is strong, central, total authority over
data item authorization and definition and all related DBMS functions,
Further; the reforget it!! That is, forget the data base concept.
porting relationships need careful attention. my not so surprising
observation is that where DBM has been established as a separate
function., reporting to the perseri in charge of information systems,
DBMS progress is greater than where DBM has been assigned to a systems
or technical support group. And with necessary redundancy, let me say
that these guidelines must speak to the need for strong and visible
management support for DBMS.
2.7.4 PROBLEM 4. DBM COST/BENEFIT. A fourth major problem that needs
to be surfaced in a clearer manner for management is the cost benefit
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of DBM.
On the cost side of the formula, I have particular concern for
the non-hardware, non-software costs. What are the net costs of organi-

zational, structural, and disciplinary changes necessary? What are the
full costs of rationalizing the existing data base structures so that
they are susceptible to DBM --- the cost of compatible data bases
"painfully constructed piece by piece" as stated by James Martin in the
Preface to his book entitled "Computer Data Base Organization." In our
case (State of Minnesota), I judge that these costs will be enormous
and the amortization thereof a slowly accelerating process. In ahY
event, management needs checklists or guidelines to assure that it
considers all significant factors of either cost or benefit.
2.7.5 PROBLEM 5, TRANSITION. A fifth problem is related to most of
the previous ones, and I plead for advance forgiveness for redundancy
in my own DBM. But I am simply flabbergasted at the cavalier dismissal,
by friend and foe alike, of the overwhelming prospect of putting data
bases in order for a DBM. Getting from where we are to where we wnt
to be is not really a hardware-software problem.
It is basically a
data reorganization problem.
(I am assuming prior and appropriate
resolution of the organization structure and PBM authority questions.)
From where I sit, there is entirely too much talk about the DBMS and
related hardware and far too little about the basic problems of data
definitions and organization, and the conventions and transitions
Where those are not being addressed, DBM is,
associated with change.
and will continue to be, an acronym, not for Data Base Management,
but rather for Data Base Mess.
2.7.6 PROBLEM 6. DBM TRAINING. A sixth area of concern to me is DBM
training, particularly among the users. My understanding is that
excellent training exis4s for computer professionals in DBM theory. I
judge that there is insafticient training for them in the fields of
decision theory and systems and in man-computer dialogue. But by far
the largest and most urgent poblem is in user training. This time,
hopefully and almost prayerfuTly, I trust that the lip service given by
top management of user and provider organizations to the need for their
own training --- that the lip service will be replaced this time by a
This training can have a salutary effect
heavy dose of real training.
on the realism problem discussed above --- and for that reason if for
no other deserves prompt action. my presumption is, of course, that
output from this workshop, and perhaps successor workshops, will be
integrated into this training.
2.7.7 PROBLEM 7.
DBM AND PRIVACY. A seventh item of concern to me is
the privacy consideration, perhaps because of my heavy involvement in
data privacy matters. We should be particularly watchful of such
legislation insofar as it (1) restricts ability to interrelate data on
individuals from various sub-systems and (2) limits data collection.
Much privacy legislation is under consideration by Congress and state
legislatures. Certainly, privacy implications call for some sharp
restrictions on use of interrelated data but not outright prohibition
on data interrelation.
9
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Limitations on data collection will inevitably occur, I believe, on a
broad scale because of language as in the Minnesota law which limits
collection of data to that necessary for "administration and management
of programs specifically authorized by the legislature," etc.
An interesting part of the Minnesota law requires that summary data be
made available to anyone. No.longer can any non-Federal public official in Minnesota say: "This summary data i mine, all mine. Stay
away." This certainly bodes well for statewide DBMS, at least on
summary data.
2.7.8 PROBLEM 8. DBMS SECURITY IMPLICATIONS. An eighth problem of
great interest to us revolves around the security implications of DBMS's.(
Can we justifiably expect greater security capability? Do we become
more vulnerable to some catastrophic event? Do we become indefensibly
dependent upon one or a few people who are "all powerful" in a data
sense and'beyond effective control? Do we have reason to expect all
inclusive, totally tested, fail-safe audit capabilities? Can we
meet privacy criteria better through such systems?

)

Those are the eight biggest problems in my view --- and obviously
skewed heavily toward user management qnderstanding and involvement.

.

2.7.9 "MISCELLANEOUS" PROBLEMS. Some other questions that have been
of concern to us are under what circumstances, if any, would an organization write its own data base software; what are the likely
changes in the state of the art, both hardware and software, as related to DBMS, obviously of great importance; what considerations
would be important in determining whether two different systems, such
as TOTAL and SYSTEM 2000, would be appropriate in an organization;
what implications for our DBM activities will result from developments
in data dictionary/directory extensions; how close are we to having
standard definitions in this field; are there any rules of thumb on
costs of transition to DBMS of existing systems; are there any measures,
based on actual experience, astto the effect of OBMS on data redundancy; is there any information indicating under what conditions redundancy is likely to be cost-effective; what information can be brought
to bear on the question of building a DBMS containing a broad array of
summary data;'are there any indications of what are reasonable degrees
of physical data independence or logical data independence; how does
one assess risks inherent in adopting a proprietary DBMS marketed by
other than a major factor in the industry; are there quantitative
benchmarks of any sort that would be useful in controlling DBMS
progress (data definitions, etc.); as an aid in setting priorities,
what types of systems give evidence of quickest and/or greatest payoffs
when initiated or converted to DBMS; as a corollary to the above, will
it cost moreior less to develop it under DBMS or not under DBMS; how
seriously should we view the potential of the relational data base
approach? What are implications of later shifting to that approach
from the presently more conventtonal DBMS. Thts is by no means an
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exhaustiOe list of our concerns,Tet.alone a composite of everyone's
concerns. But let's hope it at least hints at all of them.
2.8

In THE LEXTFIVE YEARS?

What really can we expect in the next five years? Such prognostications are, indeed, what is expected of us in these next three'days,
perhaps couched in part in terms of guidelines as to how to react to
these prognostications.
But permit me one prognostication as an input.
Much is going to happen. Even if it is largely the rationalization of data bases to do more efficiently what we have been doing.
Even if many or most never go to full-scale, all-out DBMS.
Even if
the hardware-software vis-a-vis DBM are behind schedule.
But the real pay-off will not be realized unlesi we move the DBM's
into the area of decision system: aiding the decision-making process
and actual deolsion-making.

,

And here there may not be much room for optimism. The requirements on
management for their leadership and for their extended and detailed
analysis and subsequenil:tionalization of their own decision systems
erous in terms of time and most of all in
are extremely onerous:
terms of the psychological impact of being not able to, or'even if
able to, spell out their own decision processes. Perhaps a review of
.
what happened to the great promise associated with the phrase, and
That
the practitioners, of Dperations Research, would be constructive.
review might shed some light on what DBM guidelines should be.
In any event,.those of us who have been saying, 'Wait until next year"
will be saying so at least for several years. And perhaps the best we
can hope for is that there will be fewer of us in that group five years
hence. But there will be basic progress in those five years, probably
spectacular progress, from the combined efforts of hardware and software professionals and the data base administration and systems personnel.

As a specific output from this conference, however, I trust there will
be a document that will provide the top executive who is seriously concerned about this problem a solid framework within which he can decide
with some confidence what to do about DBMS.
And at least to that extent we will each have a part in/bringing reality to James Martin!s prognostication: NI1 centuries hence, historians
will look back to the coming of computer data banks and their associated
facilities as a step which changed the nature of the evolution of
society, perhaps eventually having a greater effect on thehuman condition than even the invention of the pripting press."
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3. 'WHAT'EXPERIENCE HAS TAUGHT US
Working Panel Report On User Experience
Chairman:

R. Michael Gall

Biographical Slletch

R. Michael Gall is the Associate Director for information Systems
of the Bureau of Manpower Information Systems at the U.S. Civil Service
Commission in Washington, D.C. He has been in the Federal Government
for 20 years, 10 of which have involved information processing-related
assignments in Southeast Asia, Honolulu, California, and-D.C. He holds
a Bachelor of Civil Engineering from George Washington University, and
a Master of Science in Information Scjence from the Georgia Institute
of Technology. He is a graduate of the Federal Executive Institute
and was a participant in the Government-wide Federal Executive Development Program.
Participants*

Margaret Derby, Recorder
Richard Duckett
Thomas Duff
Ruth F. Dyke
Elizabeth Fong
3.1

Overview

Joseph Iwanski
Roger J. Kelly
Robert S. Korfhage
Lowell S. Schneider
Victor A. Vella

-

The charter of the User Experience working group was to discuss
and document experience relapd to the development, analysis, installation, and use of data base technology, and to extrapolate that experience for the next five years. The purpose of this effort was to
provide a hypothetical Director of Information' Services of an organization with pragmatic guidelines that could help him through the maze
of conflicting information concerning data base technology.
The User Experience working group, comprising a.diversity of experiencps and points of view, achieyed remarkable consensus almost
consistently throughout the workshop. However, the most remarkable insights were (as one might expect) the most simple:
'Data bases have obviously been with us for a long time and
have been managed in one fashion or another, some of them remarkably
well, long before the advent of what we now call data base management
systems and other related but as yet undisciplined terms.

* Complete addresses and affiliations are in Appendix C
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o The most significant benefit of data base maffagem
t dedica-,
tion and commitment is the discipline that arises out of the elfo
and the organization to support it.
o Future technolo
is not likely to obsolesce any significant
portion of dedicated eff t toward better and more effective management
of a dat4 base invested at this time, and therefore, further delays
while wal ing for perfected tools should be avoided.

or Unless your needs are absolutely unique (which is unlikely),
do not write data base management software in-house.
3.2

The Decision "to go data base."

It became eminently clear that once again we in the data processing profession have almost calculatingly given an aura of impenetrable
complication to an essentially straight-forward function--the management
of a data base. Out of this complication seems to be arising enough
common descriptors and measures to begin to qualify data base technology as a discipline. What is 'confusing the issue is that this discipline embodies many segments of information processing previously
vested in other disciplines of the profession. There was also felt to
bej.an overreaction to implications of standardization, avoidance of
cost-effectiveness analysis, inadequate education and training, and a
great fear of a commitment to "go data base" on the part of most users.
The group consensus clearly contained a central theme that "going data
base" is only an evolutionary step along a path which has been followed
for many ytars, and involves the application of new and diverse tools
to make the data management function more effective, more productive,
and more reliable than has been the case for the past decade.
3.3

Factors Affecting the Decision.

An initial questionnaire was distributed to the members of the
working group and some of the responses to the questions (with some
editorial commentary) are as follows:
Question 1.
Is data base technology necessary or desirable for
my organization? Is there a break-even point in size, type or complexity of information processing needs?
If §o, how do I measure it? Is
,.
there a way to determine cost/benefit?

Every organization already employs at least some concepts from
data base technology.
Any organization that maintains information for subsequent access
cannot help but use some concepts of data base technology. Even if
their present techniques include only sequential access of tape records
(or file jackets), these belong to the branch of computer/information
science concerned with the structure, storage, and retrieval of information.
But in recent years, this technology has evolved a body of
1 4
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new concepts and terminology aimed at synthesizing the entire discipline into a global perspective more conducive to formal study.
This
perspective, in which various strata of structure are visualized, and
its attendant consequences, such as integration, is the new technology
in the discipline about which everyone is concerned.
Several comments were offered which were considerably more specific:

If your organizatiop needs three or more of the following, then
data base technology is necessary for you:
a.
b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

An integrated data environment.
Rapid retrieval of data from large files.
A query/update language for use,at terminals.
Backup and recovery requirements.
Privacy/security protection of your data.
Complex data structures.

And there'were some specific "good news" reports:

In the case where the propr functioning of an operational unit
is dependent upon complete and consistent data availability, the answer ls yes. The function of the writer's office prior to the introduction of a DBMS was based upon single item sorqpny, memory and
much manual searching. Via introduction of this formal DBMS approach,
the level of productivity, accuracy and decision making has been enhanced.

Cautious approaches were very evident:

There is a break even point but it is difficult to define. Items
that should be considered primarily are those relating to the user:
What is the desired goal?
What is the impact on the user's environment?
Will greater data availability improve or impede
increased productivity?
And:

Size. The larger the file, the more likely you are to need
a.
data base technology.
b.
Type. The type of query to be run is a factor. The more
unpredictable the query, or the more complex the query, the more likely
you are to need data base technology. The type of data structure is
also a factor, as given below.
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c.

Complexity.

The complexity of the data structure is an im-

portant consideration. Simple sequential or indexed sequential data
files in fixed format have much less need for data 'lase technology than
those with complex structures or relationships or variable formats.
And, finally:

Complex information processing needs, not complex data
structures, were the motivation for the construction of recent data
base management systems. Complexity of processing can be assumed if
the following requirements exist:
o
o

o
o

o

fast access to large volumes of data
by a wide variety of users (novice, semi-skilled, etc.)
for the purpose of obtaining both anticipated and ad
hoc information
without compromise to data security or data integrity
together with concurrent access to the same data by
batch programs

Even a subset of the above conditions might be considered sufficiently complex processing needs.
It was clear, however, that "data base technology" had significant benefits not directly related to the tmprovement of processing.
Certainly that aspect of data base technology which is concerned with
data structure analysis and data strudture notation applies to any
Data structure notation, such as Bachman Diagrams, are
organization.
useful to the data processing professional in gaining an understanding
of the nature of the data that is to be collected and processed. Differentiating between data elements that are hierarchically related and
those which are network related...documenting these relationships in
a way that promotes vitual comprehension...and utilizing this "mindseye-view" of the structured data to verify information processing requirements...these are the essential first steps in the design of any
system.
Aside from the benefits to the designer in establishing a personal Understanding of the nature of the data to be processed, data
structure diagrams are useful in communicating with others. Data
structure diagrams are easily understood (with a little tutoring) by
non-professional data processors and thus make it feasible for the
ultimate users of data to review and criticize proposed data base deUser (especially management) participation in the development
signs.
of information systems is always an important factor in the success,
or failure of a system; however, participation at a meaningful level
requires an understanding of the problem and the consequences of alternative solutions.
Structure diagrams provide a common language for
communication between technician and user andoroperly utilized,minimize the probability of a misunderstanding of a systems information
potential.
16
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A dominant theme which appeared several times was the benefit
of a shift in viewpoint of data as a representation-independent model:
An organization can apply the new data base technology in more
ways than just DBMS implementation.
The ability to view information on an abstract plane that is
independent of its representation gives rise to several potential applications that could be beneficial to an organization. At the minimum,
an organization could develop a representation-independent model of its
information environment (via-relations or whatever) purely to gain
insight.% This insight could be applied to decisions regarding management structure, information needs and information utility. Going one
step farther, an organization could model alternative implementations
of its information to assist in planning its information processing
facilities.
The candidates might well include some DBM's, but, more
importantly, could also include improved file management techniques
for their present application program environment, and even'improved
manual methods for their non-automated data. Finally, of course, an
organization could actually implement the concept of structure separation either via an available DBMS, via in-house software or by a combination of both.
The measurable parameters, and particularly the problem of deterIn some
mining cost-benefit ratios, proved to be the usual problem.
measure, it was more complicated than had been the case in data processing environments not specifically involved in overt data base technology:

Direct costs can be estimated with a great degree of
accuracy. However, it is very difficult to append any accurate value
to the benefits devised from improved productivity and/or performance.
A suAjective decision by management as to whether the anticipated improvement warrants the expenditure on both the short and long term is
required. Careful planning and presentation can simplify the decision
making process...you should be able to devise general parameters for
measuring the impact of DBMS in an organization. Our organization has
devised some key benefits from this approach. For example, a request
for payment can be viewed, not by itself any longer, but in the context
of the total funding sources, contract progress, specific legislation
or other data relating to an item via a series of pre-formatted inquiries of various complexities.
Typically, non-specific factors predominate in the analysis:
It would be very difficult to construct a meaningful cost/ benefit
analysis which would be a decisive factor in making this decision.
Rather, the decision will probably be based on factors other than cost,
such as data integration, on-line retrieval capability, com0ex data
structure, etc.
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But the consensus of the group evolved about the extended scope
of the newly emerging issues of information value and the quantification of the worth of access:
Quantifying the cost-effectivity of data base technology applications is a formidable task.
If we limit the sphere of analysis to just the computer rOOM,
determining the cost-effectiveness of any of these applications is
difficult but possible; difficult because the figures-of-merit regarding
information systems are trade-offs (retrieval speed vs update speed;
precision vs reudl, etc); possible because all we need are some a
prliori objectives and some imaginative mathematical techniques.
But
t e real problem is not limited to computer system performance. To
get a true'answer, we have to include the performance of the human
system as well. And if we extend the sphere of analysis to include
these factors, we invariably find ourselves faced with quantifying tile
value of information, and the value of information accessibility.
These tasks are complete research topics in themselves. The only segment of the industry, to my knowledge, to have explored these topics
is the defense/intelligence community and their answers, if any, are
garrisoned in impenetrable vaults. If this workshop could accomplish
no more than a guideline for future investigation of this area, it
would be, in my opinion, an unqualified success.
Question 2. What is included in my database? How can I achieve
integration of curreht files, text, graphics, random data, etc?

The pragmatic views dealt with specific problems faced by users;
and stressed careful, planned, phased efforts:
The data base contains whatever data elements that are required
to satisfy the information needs of the applications which reference
the data base.
Past experience seems to indicate that phased data base implementations are easier to control and thus, more likely to succeed. Consequently, it is important that a data base management system be
designed to minimize the impact on existing applications when the
structure of a data base is extended to support new applications.
One basic advantage of integrating exikting files, so that they
can be processed by a data base management system, is to achieve centralized control of data. Centralized controls means greater security
If greater security and/or integrity is
and enhanced data integrity.
required then there is a definite incentive to give priority to the
integration of such data.
Another incentive for file integration is to take advantage of
the more sophisticated data structuring capabilities of a data base
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Applications systems which process network related
management system.
data can generally be simplified by converting existing files to a data
base file organization'.
The order of activities was felt to be extremely important:
Several factors must be present for a successful conversion
effort.
1.
A plan for the total integration effort. This plan will
cover approximately five years, and must be comprehensive enough to
serve as an umbrella under which short-term plans are made.

2.

Data standardization must precede data integration.

3.

Adequate hardware and software must be procured.

4.

A step-by-step conversion plan must be developed.

A data base is a model of the real world.

The business enviroment of any organization is the collection
of entities that cause, result from, or in any way influence the organization's activities. As we cannot economically keep track of the
entities themselves, we typically represent the entities by names which
can be conveniently stored and manipulated.
Events that occur in a data base system are, therefore, models
of events in the real world.
Sin-ce a data base is a model of the real world, in order for
the model to remain current every real world event must result in a
corresponding data base event. That is, if and only if a new car is
added to our inventory, is data about the new car added to the data
In fact, no matter what applications, user-interfaces, or data
base.
base management systems exist between the real world and the stored
data base, this correspondence must continue to exist.

Thus, at the presentation-independent level the contents of the
data base and the data base activity are already determined and integrated.
If we apply the new data base technology to viewing an organization's information independent of its representation, we find two important revelations:
(a)
The information that the organization is currently using
to support its business operations, regardless of its form, is the
information it needs to achieve its present level of success. And even
if the existing implementation of that information contains inefficicies, and redundancies, correcting these via data base technology will
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not alter the substantive needs of the organization.
(b). Because the only characteristics that separate e/isting files
are those of representation, t the representation-independent level,
an organization's information already appears as a single, integral
collection.
Furthermore, by factoring out the disintegrating characteristics, we gain a better perspective on the importance or worth of
integrating the representations.
The migration to an °integrated data base" environment is consequently a task of improving the representation of information and the
mechanisms for mapping to the representation from the real world.

If we model both the organization's information as well as its
existing information management techniques, we will find that no matter
how things are being done, there is some form of representation and
there is some mechanism for mapping real information needs/updates into
it.
By isolating these and analyzing where they are bottlenecked, we
can very systematically plan and implement improvements. And these improvements need not necessarily be implemented all at once or via a DBMS.
They could be as simple as combining two redundant tape files and making
the apPropriate program modifications.
Where the advantage of a DBMS
comes in is that:
(a)
To the degree that the DBMS insulates the application pro:
grams from representation changes, the program modification costs we
incur as a consequence of improving the representation will decrease
accordingly.

To the degree that the DBMS provides latitude in the choice
(b)
of representations to which it can map, the direct costs of improving
the representation will decrease accordingly.
In this sense, the DBMS is only a tool that aids the task. There
are many other such tools and we have great need for many more.
Question 3.
Now can I effect a shift within the management of
the organization into a data base oriented environment? What are the
sociological implications? What logical steps can I take to educate
users?

In group discussion of this agenda item, it was clear that over
the past several years there has emerged a growing level of consciousness of the role of information, and of its effect upon the sociology
of the organization of which it is a part.
The only effective approach to a data base environment is to
effectively sell management at the highest level. While some top level
management would be interested in the complexities of the software,
this area should be mintmized. Normally, the results-oriented executive
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would be sold on the basis of providing answers to some of his periodic
requests in a relatively short order, coupled with a carefully compiled
benefit analysis. Middle management should then be invited to participate in a presentation and discussion on how DBMS can assist their
operating units. This participation is necessary for a convincing sale.
There was a generally accepted level of understanding over the
use of information at a power base in an information-oriented society
and organization:
The use of data base technology means a major change in operational procedures to most organizations. Where this is the case, a
variety of sociological factors must be dealt with.
A natural resistance to scrapping old methods in favor of
such a.radical new methodology.
1.

A resistance to the loss of ownership of data which is implied by data integration.
2.

3. Allied with the loss of ownership of data is the loss of
total control over its contents.

Systems designers will find their job much easier. They will
not need to, nor will they be able to, design the data base.
4.

Programming will be,easier, implying that a smaller program5.
ming staff will be needed.
6.
The answer to questions will be much more readily
available through the use of the query language. This will make it
possible for users/customers to bypass the programmers and systems
Asigners in many cases, thereby giving the users greater control of
some aspects of data processing than they have had in the past.

Education of those involved in the implementation of more effectively managed data base environments was discussed and felt to be
sadly lacking.
I.
Top management must make known their firm commitment to the
new technology, and must reassure users that they will not be adversely
affected by the change.
2.
Presentations must be made in the form of lectures and seminars to acquaint users with the new lechnology and its potential advantages to the users.

3.
The users must be actively involved in all subsequent decisions regarding the design of the dati: base system.
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Technological training is needed in data base design and its'
systems design implications. Education about the ftiture directions
that systems are likely to take, such as distributed processing, would
be very helpful. Some college courses are now being offered, but most
available training right now is in the form of seminars given by private firms.
Sociolog1cal training would be helpful in assisting the manager
to dpal with such profound change. This training is available both
through college courses and private firms.
Question 4. What about data base administration?
I create such a staff? What is its role?

When should

There was a general agreement that a role existed for some concentrated involvement of a full-time staff to be the central manager
of the data base, but specific duties were still illdefined. To a
large degree, the role of data base administrator depends upon the
tools applied to the task:
The data base administration staff should be created just a$ soon
as the decision is made to use data base technology. The data.base
administration staff is responsible for the organization's data. It
is responsible for the design of the data base, the integration of the
data elements, the contents and use of.the data d4ctionary,"and the
documentation of the contents and structures of the data base. It is
responsible for ensuring adequate backup and recovery procedures and
for controlling and maintaining the pa$swords. It ensures that adequate accuracy controls are present in the systems design.
.

Some very specific functions were &scribed, clearly the result
of some harsh experience:
Data base administration is required by a functional change within
the data processing environment brought about by the transition from
batch oriented environment with basic single user files to pooled files
and multiple users. The data base administration is responsible directly for:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)
(e)

Integrity of the data
Data base backup
Data dictionarY
The addition, maintenance, and deletion
of the data elements
Structure
.

The function of data base administration should be created ii
part of the decision to enter the DBMS environment. The staff should
be kept as small as possible and composed of technically oriented personnel with the capability to successfully communicate with all levels
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of management.

The function should report to upper management rather

than data processing management.

Some disagreement existed on the need for the full-time OBA
staff, clearly a function of the nature of the environment.
Assigning a person or group of persons to work exclusively in
the role of data base administration depends on the motivation of.the
user for utilizing a data base management system. If a data basetanagement system was installed to support centralized control of data,
then a central authority (the DBA) for enforcing this control is necessary.
If, on the other hand, the motivation for selecting a data base
management system is solely to acquire simplified methods for handling
complex data structures then the role of data base adminiscrator, as
a full-time job, is not as essential.
Every user, however, who had implemented an explicit data base
management environment, had established a role of data base administrator. The real significance of the role, consistent with the implicit
benefits of data base technology, is the increased awareness of the
central control authority for the resource known as information.
Question 5. Should I use a commercial software package? If so,
what are relevant considerations? If not, what are my alternatives?

The obvious alternatives to using commercial software packages
are expensive, time-consuming, and demanding of long-range commitments
to maintenance. There was a general consensus that writing your own
data base management system was an untenable solution unless the situation was tbsolutely unique. The dilemma was very eloquently stated:
Present data altrrnatives to data management are perplexing.
Practitioners faced with plotting a future course of action with
respett to data base management have a formidable task. Commercial
vendors now offer us nearly a hundred generalized data base systems,
Researchers
none of which has ever been demonstrated_to be superior.
tell us that the ultimate solution is at hand but, as yet, have produced only promises and prototypes. And on top of these, we had more.
than 10 years of historical success managing large, complicated, on-line
data bases before we even knew there was such a thing as data base.
Should we continue to use traditional file techniques, should we convert to an available DBMS, or should we wait to see what new alternatives appear?
Selecting from among candidate alternatives involves both qualitative and quantitative considerations.
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Ideally, all considerations relative to selecting a data base
Alternative should be quantified; combined into a composite figure-ofmerit, and applied to an objective decision. Eventually, this will
be the case.
Unfortunately, we as yet do not know how to quantify many
of the considevations. And typical of most scientists, when we don't
knoW how to quantify something we say it is qualitative.
Presently
in this category we lump criteria such as degree of separation, ease
of use, privacy, integrity, and the entire gamut of categories typi cally seen in weighted scoring matrices. Even the hard, quantitative
characteristics such as response-time, storage space, and CP/I0 utilization have, in the past, proven difficult to predict and virtually
impossible to compare.
A somewhat less eloquent, but eqdally incisive, viewpoint was
expressed:
.

The concept As it stands. today can be described as "muddled"
leaving you with the impression that.Mr. Eugene Pierre was correct when
he wrote in the Honeywell Computer Journal, "The only thing standing
between you and your successful Management Information System is your
current management; your current information; and your current system."
Indeed, determining the need for and choosing a generalized DBMS package is today delitate.:

If the DB concept is just a collection of records; it's an old
concept.
If the concept is CRT inquiry and "magical'Is appearance of
Manageient Information, it's an old concept. In fact, conceptually over
half of what is today hawked as new data base concept has been around
for years. 'We have had storage devices with 1.10 software.to drive
them; mainframes with DS's and support routines; programmers and pro-

gramming languages; end users and reports, CRT's, TM's, etc.

What'5

'new?

Some progress has been made in evaluation of the relative merits
of data base systems by several research outfits. The one represented
at the conference was Martin Marietta where a database simulation process has been successfully implemented. The simulation, however, cannot
successfully compare those'database characteristics which are the most
subjective:
The qualitative characteristics, as yet: cannot hp.compared
with total.objectivity. These are immensely important considerations
if we are trying to determine the cost-effectiveness among a set of
systems. The mapping between these factors and ultimate expenditures,
however, is difficult to construct. Take stability for example. To
objectively compare two systems, we would have to hypothesize some
changes to a real world information structdre and measure, for each
system; the anount of labor/computer resources necessary to modify the
existing application programs. To do this in the general case, we
would also need a measure for the difference between one information
structure and another. These are not trivial tasks, but in light of
24

3.9

continued dependence On tne highly subJectUe scores and weights methodology, it is mandatory that we undertake them.
Question 6.
(a)
(b)
(c)

What are implications of:

changing and evolving standards;
evolving hardware technology - mini-computers.
mass storage, telecommunications;
software evolution.

The consensus was that we, as practitioners, must continue to
forge ahead with more effective data management techniques and processes,
notwithstanding the erratic and often frustrating efforts of hardware
and software developers:.

Hardware advances will not change the da4a base problem-they will
just relocate its solution.
Of all the advances in hardware.that have pretended to be the
end of the,software industry, few.have ever come to pass. And even if
they are all eventually realized, data base technology will still be
an important discipline.
Consider,.for, example, the one advance that
has been talked about as harboring the greatest impact on data base - .
associative memory. With today's memories, the whole data base issue
arises from the fact that information structures ate many-dimensional
while our existing storage is essentiaRy one-dimepsional. Imposiqg
a one-dimensional structure on one-dimensional storage is the prine4pal
problem that DBMS's attempt to solve. With assocAtive memories, some
number of associations greater than one will be provided by hardware
but you can bet that the dimensionality of the information will always
.be greater than that. And even if all the associations can be accommodated, the techniques by which the hardware designers accomplish this
feat will probably be very similar, indeed, to what we do in software
today. The only possible impact I can vtsualize is that hardware may
eventually become so fast that data base optimization will no longer
be necessary.
The evolution in software technology will be dramatic.
somehow ease the.pains of migration.

We must

In the next decade, thsre will appear some genuinely imaginative
approaches to DBMS. It is possible that they will only be found in
the puzzle palades due to their unprofitability in light of DB
At the representation-independen
they will, nevertheless, be there.
prototypes. As some
'level, we have already seen several relatio
ted, we can expect to
of the new work in binary associations is
At the representation
see user-views with.even greater stability, yet.
level, we will see DIAM-based systems that offer complete representatiortfltxibil:ty and search path optimization. We will see high level
query languages used for host language interfaces and even for the
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-description of data representations. We will see generalized data
translators and hopefully, even time-shared/in place versions of these.
The list goes on but one-point becomes increasingly clear. With developments breaking at this pacei we will simply not be able to afford .
the conversion costs required to keep abreast of the latest technology.
Yet with the proportion of our DP budgets that is devoted to datarelated computing and data-related program modifications, we also can't
afford not to.

We clearly require some interim solutions that will make these
advances more accessible. Surprisingly, there are some rather obvious
things in this direction we might do.
If we appeal again to the principle of representation-independence,
there should be a way that advances in representation could be accomv
modated with little or no impact at all.
If, for exampleore selected
one of many proposed representation-independent query languages and
used it as the input to a generalized search path selection algorithm,
we could, today, use any of the low-level procedural DBMS's (such as
DBTG, TOTAL, IMS, etc) as interchangeable, "plug-to-plug" compatible
packages (presuming, of course, we could perform the data translation
process efficiently). Furthermore; any future changes to these systems
would be completely invisible to the application programs. We could
go one step farther and recognize that all the existing relational
languages are so similar in structure that, if we used a relational
language as our interface, we could also plug in any relational system
that appears with virtually no modification (or none whatsoever with
a minimal syntactic translator). Even if a system based on binaries
appears, there exist some straight-forward n-ary to binary mappings
that could suffice as a temporary interface until the applications
could be modified. There are surely other possibilities than the ones
I've suggested and some attempts in this direction are warranted.

The reaction of users to the efforts of the standards community
was considerably more intens
Standards produce a

t blanket" effect in any industry.

Standards are the product of good intentions, but anytime they
,cross paths with innovation, the retult is stagnation. Look'at the
building industry. Uniform building codes were very useful until the
appearance of such innovations as foam houses, modular construction,
individual sewage'treatment plants, plastic plumbing, and solar heatRegarding these, the UBS's, at test, got in the way and more
ing.
Granted, some of the
typically drove the innovations out of business.
truly,beneficial inventions did finally get a foothold, but their ad'vent was delayed by years.
The.CODASYL
We seem to be in a similar position in database.
people did an admirable job considering they did not have a crystal
ball with which to predict the then imminent breakthroughs in concep26
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tua) technology. However, both the breakthroughs and the DBTG specifications are now behind us and the net effect on our organization and,
I speculate, on other vendors as well, is that many aggressive DBMS
development projects have been postponed or scrapped altogether. Our
reasoning is that, by the time we could have a production version to
market (say 2 years), the CODASYL DBTG inertia will be too great to
overcome. How do you convince a-DP executive, who has just spent two
million dollars converting to CODASYL, that he ought to convert to
something better?

Another major user expressed considerable concern over the
efforts of the standardization community:
To me the Data Base concept involves all of these things and no
single solution with any acronym will solve these problems to my satisfaction.
I guess that what I'm saying is that, in my mind today, the
elusive generalized DBMS is 60% concept; 10% software; and 30% marketing hype.
CODASYL is approaching this list of jobs to be,..done with an eye
toward developing generalized language in each area.

LANGUAGE

AREA
Storabe

Operating System
Logical Structure
Data Manipulation
End User
Administrator

Storage Structure (SSL)
Device Media Control (DMCL)
Control Language (OSCL) Logical
Schema'and Sub Schema (DDL)
Data Manipulation (DML)
End User Facilities (EUFTG)
Management Tools (DBAWG)

Remember that the CODASYL goal is to attempt to "generalize"
If the CODASYL solution
language in these areas, not to "standardize".
works, gains recognition, is implemented and used widely, fine...if
some other source provides a better solution, CODASYL wants that to
become the standard. There is no future in "pride-of-authorship"
selling within CODASYL. The products must stand on their own merits.
To understand the current standardization climate, I'd like to
compare Data Base progress with COBOL progress.
DATA BASE

COBOL

1965 - Trying to understand
problem

1959 - Already understand
problem

1971 - DBIG report - no
implementation

1960 - Published report
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1973 - DDL Journal published a few implementations

1961 - Several implementations

1974 - Standards Activity starts a few implementations no widespread use

1963 - Publication - many
implementations
1965 - Publication - standards
activity begins
1967 - Draft standard - many
implementations
,

Today's situation is essentially primitive. The American National
Standards Institute (ANSI) is gearing up to look at various products
by identifying potential slots in which to conceptually place them.
In short, they too are still trying to strictly define the D8 problem.
The sense of the working group, however, was one of optimism
and energy. Clearly, data base evolutionary activity has gathered
momentum and proponency, and has begun - at least - to police its own
activities enough to feel comfortable about calling itself a discipline.
The estetial thrust of the group was to gain greater recognition that
more effective data base management was an evolutionary process and
was not inevitably related to data base management systems, on-line
Progress along that evolutionary path
access, or telecommunications.
had to continue in spite of advances which might eventually overtake
some segments of ongoing activity.
3.4

Postcript.

The Chairman of the working group on User Experience is deeply
indebted to the active participation of each of the members, and
particularly wishes to acknowledge the following direct contributors
to this report:
Lowell Schneider, Martin Marietta
Thorls Duff, Honeywell Information Systems
Ruth F. Dyke, U.S. Civil Service Commission
Roger J. Kelly, N.Y.C. Comptroller's Office
Richard Kurz, Southern Railway System
Margaret Derby, U.S. Civil Service Commission
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A DATA BASE IMPERATIVE
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Standardization
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Biographical Sketch

Robert W. Bemer is a Senior Consulting Engineer with Honeywell Information Syspm, Inc. His extensive list of accomplishments include:
Director/of Programming Standards at IBM in 1962,
Developed original scope_and program of work for ASA X3
and,the ISO TC97 standards body,
Chairman, TC97/SC5, Common Programming Languages.
t

In addition, Mr. Berner was editor of the Honeywell Computer Journal and
the ,publication, "Computers and Crisis."
Earlier in his career, while
at IBM, he developed COMTRAN, a predecessor of COBOL, and XTRAN, a predecessor of ALGOL. He is now chairman of the ANSI SPARC Study Group on
Text Processing.

Participants*
Thomas Bergin
R. E. Blasius
Milt Bryce
Jeffery Ehrlich
4.1

Chester Smith
Lee Talbert
Alan Taylor, Recorder
Ewart Willey

Terms of Reference.

Because the working group was requested to project the status of
DataBase System** standards in the next five years, the membership was
who are familiar with past and
formed of selected active experts
present standardization efforts in the computer field. Moreover, the
membership was deliberately selected to include international views and
experience.
The forecasting requirement in the terms of reference required the
group to consider the perceived need for successful and safe database
usage. All agreed that there was every indication that the curreut increase in database usage would continue, and that this would be-beneficial to commerce and government in all countries. Provided, however,
that some way existed to ensure that the users of such databases could
have confidence in the validity of information produced without having
personally to undertake the impossible task of understanding all of
the complexities involved in tne creation and operation of the database,
as well as the use of-the data stored there.
Complete addresses and affiliattons are in Appendix C
** A neologism; see section 4.4.1.

*
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Standards were seen as a method of providing users with such conAccordingly, the working group focused upon the realistic
and attainable standards that current technology could be expected to
provide, in this time period, to promote and protect safe database
usage. The need to anticipate still unknown technological developments
(a-need implicit in all standardization processes) was regarded as part
and parcel of this task.
fidence.

4.2

Basic Premises.
o

Database standards embrace more than "management"

Database standardization activities 'are expected to cover all aspects
of database usage,,rather than just the narrow emphasis upon database
management that has until now taken up most of the activity in the U.S.
and other standardization groups. The already-developed CODASYL work
on Data Description and Data Manipulation Languages offers a more-thanacceptable technical basis for standards.
Because technical standards
of some sort are prerequisite for any protective standards for database
use, the working group believes that the perceived urgent needs for
such protection will be based upon the CODASYL and related work.
o

Database standards are an international concern and
responsibility

The identity of problems across international borders, a basic corollary of the easily-perceived identity of computer benefits that have
similarly passed from nation to nation, makes it bo071117057 and advantageous Mat the standardization work should be coordinated from an
international, rather than simply national level. The volunteer effort
tnat hasIfueled national effort in the past will not be able to cepe
fully wiAh the apparently inevitable trend to internationalize database
The urgency and economy of obtaining internationally-agreed
standards.
standards should, and do, more than justify the small amount of new
funding required for their development.
o

The monetary and social aspect of database standards
is large

It is difficult to calculate actual benefits of international protective standards, which can provide both safe operation of current
databases and a safe, economic transition to the use of new hardware and
software developments as they arrive, but we know them to be very great.
Unprotected database usage has no real' way of either assuring the integrity of the operation or protecting large investments in databases
from being reduced or destroyed by technical obsolescence. Nor can we
achieve the benefits from reducing training requirements, providing
easy interchangeability, and using newer technologies that permit users
to choose between central and distributive philosophies for database
operations.
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o

Inhibitory effects of standards ar.; small compared to
benefit derived

Unprotected databases cannot satisfy economically the social demands
for security and privacy that spring from the technological capability
to make data independent of the media upon which it is stored, or independent of the organizations, structure, hardware, or software involved. These deficiencies, when placed alongside the benefits of
protected database usage, make it clear that temporary or apparent
restrictions implicit in the standardization process are minor in comparison With the benefits to be gained from standardization. Therefore
the standardization work should not be delayed or inhibited by arguments
of restrictiveness.

4.3

Organization of the Report.

The organization of the balance of this report is intended to lay out
just what the working group believes should be standardized -- who
should do the work,.how it should most properly be undertaken, when it
should be reasonable to expect standards to emerge, both formally and
informally, and Axv the group believes that standardization should and
will proceed in this manner.
This format of presenting the report as a
set of recommendations was chosen when it was realized that the nature
of the current need.for standards in this area permitted no weaker position to be taken, in view of the working group's professional obligations.
4.4

Standards Expected for Database Systems.

Four separate groups of standards were recognized as necessary to
the development of database usage during the next five years. These are:

o Terminology Standards

o

o

o

Criteria Standards

Component Standards
Usage Standards

As a general consideration, all database standards should avoid being
tied to particular programming languages such as COBOL and Fortran.
However, dialects peculiar to associations with such languages are considered harmful only when they result in the loss of essential benefits,
such as the ability to transport a database for use by another host
system via purely mechanical conversion of the dialect into pure stanThis general consideration requires that the technical
dard form.
characteristics of host-free standards be observed.
Terminology standards
Database System Terminology Standards.
are urgently needed, not only to improve communications between active
and prospective database users, but to facilitate understanding in the
academic and development areas of database study. A single developeroriented set of standard terminology is not considered to match these
4.4.1
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requirements, although the standard user terminology must necessarily
be a subset of the larger set of terms used by.developers and researchers. While terms such as "schema" are perhaps allowable in early
development (although why this should be so is not clear), the fact
that such concepts have to be understood by businessmen charged with
day-to-day decisions from databases of all types makes it imperative
that developers be prepared to find and accept less esoteric terms as
soon as the concept becomes qualified for inclusion in the user standard.
This need for better user communication should, where appropriate, even
force withdrawal of terms previously accepted by developers, and replacement throughout both developmental and user communication by more commonly understood terms.
As examples, the working group makes two strong recommendations:

o The term "Data Base Management System" should be changed. Management is only one part of the proper subject, which includes development,
use, interchange, protection, etc. of databases. The focusing of
attention upon the technological controls utilized with data bases has
almost hidden the scope of the effort necessary to permit the benefits
arising from their use.
The term "DataBase System," abbreviated to
"DOS," should replace the old and im:curate phrase in every terminology.
o 'Database systems not using computers have been in existence for
mfllennia, and will continue to be used throughout the period under study.
Therefore the terminology "CDBS," for'tomputerized DataBase System"
should be used to refer to the software components of such systems and
all the other tools necessary to provide a DOS operating via computers.
Moreover, wherever possible the characteristics of noncomputerized
systems should be studied and referred to by standard terms that mean
exactly the same as they do for computerized systems, and full precautions should be taken in the selection of terms for computerized
systems to ensure that the processes of noncomputerized systems can be
identically described and studied.
4.4.2 Database Criteria Standards. Criteria are needed for use in the
evaluation of proposed database standards, particularly in view of the
variety of interests involved, e.g.,implementors, users, auditors,
management, government regulators, etc. These can be developed ahead
of the actual component standards; they can then be used to provide
better understanding of, and better direction for, such standards and
their development.

A model of such a Criteria Standard List is the document used by
ISO/TC97/5C5, the international body for standardization of programming languages. It was considered of sufficient benefit to reproduce
it in this report as Appendix A.
It may also supply some modifiable
text suitable for the database criteria document.
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4.4.3 Component Standards.
Database standards will not be monolithic.
Separation into readily-identifiable parts is desirable for both data
independence and flexibility to adapt to new developments. Some of
these are:
o
o
o
o
o
o

Data Elements
Data Dictionaries
Data Description Language

DateManipulation Language
Archiving Methods
Bata Transmittal Methods (via portable media such as
magnetic tapes, or via system-to-system communication
methods)
\

4.4.4 Usage Standards. The protection of the integrity and other
N
vital characteristics of databases involves many activities whose performance can be made practical and efficient only by having standards.
This is because some of the needs of these activities become economically providable only if done in standard ways.
These include:
o
o
o
o
o
o
o
o

Validation of conformity to technological standards
Auditing
Social implications (integrity, life cytle, accuracy,
completeness, etc.)
Diagnostic procedures
Guidelines for proper usage and administration
Registration of common data structures
Structure convertability
Performance measurements
Actors and Activities in DataBase System Standardization.

4.5

The entire standardization activity in database systems will have
the contributions of six classes of organizations:
o

o
o
o
o
o

Data Processing professional associations (ACM, DPMA,
BCS, CIPS, with their supergroupings and federations
such as AFIPS and IFIP, augmented by ad hoc groups such
as this working group and this conference)
Professional associations with a strong data processing
aspect (e.g., AICPA, IIA)
Developmental and user groups (CODASYL, SHARE, GUIDE,
JUG, and the user groups of other computer manufacturers)
Groups specifically developing and approving computer standards
(ECMA, ANSI X3 OBEMA))
National governmental bodies (U.S. National Bureau of
Standards, the UK's CCA, Canada's CGESC)
International governmental bodies, arms of the
respective departments of state (CCITT, ICA, etc.)
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The group concluded that while the ISO is the registry and approval
body for international standards, it supports no developmental effort
to produce the candidat:s for standards.
Because of previous conclusions
that rapid development at an international level was most desirable, the
ideal situation pointed to the ICA, the Intergovernmental Council on ADP,
which has a charter directly related to databases. In view of the influence and viability of the CCITT in worldwide communication standards,
it was felt that the ICA could take the lead role, with the help of a
permanently-funded organization.
It would rely for professional direction, but not for development funding, upon the existing volunteer
operations where standardization has been considered until this time.
Under this scenario:
o The national standardizing bodies, and ISO, will continue in their
formal role.
o Professional bodies will contribute more tutorial papers, hopefully covering a higher ratio of social to technological aspects than
has been the case until now. Tutorials are a vital complement to any
formal standard; they enhance acceptance, minimize confusion, and sometimes show possible improvements for the standard.
o International free-standing bodies in the CODASYL style, and
particularly CODAS% itself, will continue to develop much of the content that will later become the bases of national and international
standards.
o Governmental bodies having specific charters to assist administrative and executive agencies with technological planning will take
stronger roles in speeding test usage of standards proposals prior to
formal adoption procedures, and in promoting wider usage subsequent to
such adoption. NBS is a particularly valuab/e and active example, and
we recommend and expect that its activity here will be increased and
expanded.
o ICA should support the management and control activities necessary
to move the database system standardization activities through all the
necessary processes and steps at maximum practical speed.

4.6

Expected DataBase System Standards.

If any database system standard is to be created and adopted during
the 5-year period, it must be based upon the output of the CODASYL group,
already available. No other candidate has been formally entered into
the standardization procedures. To the knowledge of the working group,
almost all other systems in use today are proprietary. Here we note a
sharp parallel to COBOL, the original effort of CODASYL, where the proprietary packages were displaced completely because COBOL was a "standard," where the others were not.
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Another reason, why the CODASYL work is the only candidate comes from
experience in international standards for programming languages, which
indicates that 8-10,years of usage is a practical prerequisite of any
basis for an internWonal standard. The CODASYL work meets this
condition.

Therefore, to get an apprpved international standard in the time
frame that the working g oup feels is vital, that is, by mid-1977, the
only effective basis is ih: tDDASYL work. Another necessary condition
is that the NBS and Other pOropriate bodies signal their support of
the activity very soon. The proposal must be taken to the ICA for its
consideration.
4.7

Modus Operandi - How to Ge

a Standard.

The working group agreed;
o Public interest in two aspect of database usage--privacy and
governmental/business decisionmaking -was so high that standardization
in this area was both vital and urgeitt.
o
It is clearly a matter of international importance (both the UK
and Canada were represented in the working group).
,o Therefore the vo1untary, intermittent working of individuals con.tributed by their employers is not a viable method of achieving the
necessary standard in the necessary time frame. A permanent directorate is needed, to plan and schedule the multiple actions necessary
The effort should be international, properly coL
to meet the goals.
ordinated, and closely monitored.

The conclusion on modus operandi was:
o An international body
for database work. Here it
funding support for similar
being an arm of the several

is required as sponsor and/or directorate
is noted that the CCITT receives government
work in worldwide communication standards,
departments of state.

o The ICA (Intergovernmental Council on ADP) was acknowledged to be
a body that could act analogously to the CCITT. Such authority should
eventually reside here. However, preparing to do so could take a
period of time constituting an unacceptable delay.
o It is therefore recommended that the NBS, as caretaker for the ICA,
undertake the organization and coordination functions required. The
NBS has provision for Research Fellowships, enabling continuous attention to the project in all aspects--tutorial, scheduling, terminology,
criteria, and coordination with standards bodies. The basis of the
work is to be the output of CODASYL and the just-inactive ANSI SPARC
group.
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Supportive Arguments.

o
o
o

o

o

o

o

o

10018

CEDE 7
92080 Paris La Defense
FRANCE

Tour tyRon

French Working Group Z 6/5C5
AFNOR,

New York, New York

ANSI
1430 Broadway

Secretariat - US, c/o
Marie Hogsett

I50/TC97/5C5 Working Group on DBMS:
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List of Active Working Groups in DBMS Standards.

There is no clear indication that multiple standards are
either necessary or desirable in database systems. We wish
to avoid at all costs the partial duplication suffered in
the standardization of programming languages.
In the absence of definitive standards and descriptive
material, users are-subject to pressure to use diverse
proprietary packages.
False starts have been many, with
expensive conversion and.restructuring.
Investments in database design and usage are even greater
than in programming language applications.
The training requirements for databasi operation are substantial, perhaps even costlier than the computer investments. Arbitrary and capricious differences are confusing
and costly.
The necessary body of knowledge for data independence exists.
Logical structure must be divoreed from physical structure
for reasons of transportability and future architectures.
The users can be implicitly protected for this by a standard.
A standard will insulate from many costly dangers.
Specifying a host-free standard also protects investaents.
Controlling diversity in database system usage will also
control diversity in auditing and other control procedures
required, thus enabling concentration on excellence, not
diversity, for limited resources.

The following are given in support of our position:

4.9

4.8

o
It should be recognized that the U.S. Congress has already appropriated funds for standards in computer usage, and that there are
commissions appointed on privacy and electronic funds transfer, both
of which relate almost entirely to databases.

BSI-DPE Working Party on DBMS
British Standards Institution
Maylands Avenue
Hemel Hempstead
Herts. HP2 45Q ENGLAND

ECMA Database Committee 1C22 (ex MOB of TC6 COBOL):
ECMA
L. Lauri,-Technical Officer
114 Rue du Rhone
1204 Geneva
SWITZERLAND

ANSI/SPARC/Data Base Study Committee (in suspended animation)
ANSI/X3J4 COBOL:

ANSI/X3J4
c/o Robert Brown
Director of Standards
CBEMA
1828 L Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
20036
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5.

AUDITiNG THE DATA BASE

Working Panel Report on Auditing
Chairman:

Donald L. Adams

Biographical Sketch

Donald L. Adams is Managing Director of Administrative Services at
the American Institute of Certified Public Accountants, with responsibility for internal applications of the computer as well as development
of its use in the accounting and auditing practices of members.
Before joining AICPA, Mr. Adams was assistant director of data
processing at the investment banking firm, Salomon Brothers. Itior to

that, manager of computer auditing at Peat, Marwick, Mitchell CO. His
interest in computer auditing spans sixteen years.
He has written many
articles on the subject, has lectured extensively in the United States,
Canada and Europe, and edits the monthly newsletter, EDPACS (EDP Audit
Control & Security).

Participants*
Peter M. Benson
Adolph F. Cecula, Jr.
Dennis Fife
Tom Fitzgerald
Dick Hirschfield
Ted Hollander
Albert A. Koch
5.1

Don Lundberg
John Nuxall
Robert Stone
Ian D. Watson
Ron Weber
Harold Weiss, Recorder
Luc van Zutphen

Background.

The people who participated in the workshop on audit considerations spent two days and a portion of one night developing a consensus
about the major impact of the data base on the auditor.- In developing
a report based upon these deliberations,.the final format was left to
the discretion of the Chairman.
Fully eXercising that discretion, a format was created.
report will be presented in three basic segments:

This

A brief article outlining, in very broad terms, the workshop
Chairman's view of the auditor's concerns in regard to the data base.
This article is solely a representation of the Chairman, and does not
necessarily reflect the views of anyone else who participated in the
workshop.
* Complete addresses and affiliations are in Appendix C
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A summar!, of the consensus was developed during the workshop.
Six basic areas were addressed:
1.
2.

3.
4.
C.'

5.
6.

Differences - Data Base Systems vs. Others
Integrity Considerations
Audit (Management) Trail
The Auditor s Role
Interface with Audit Software
The Next Five Years

Selected questions and answers were prepared prior to the symposlum. In order to start the ball rolling prior to the workshop session,
the chairman prepared a list of questions for consideration and a number of the participants submitted their answers to those queries. A
summary of the most interesting questions and answers is included as
the final part of this workshop's paper.
Audit Codcerns in Re Data Base Systems - An Overview by the
Panel Chairman. Auditors have always been concerned about control,
security, and integrity.
Would the presence of a DBMS have a special
impact on their efforts or obligations? The ' lgoing is a re sonable
enough question, but one that is'sometimes ':
cult.to answe . Many
auditors who have been exposed to data f
3tems feel they 1 o have
t it is hard to articulate
a significant impact on the audit proce
.sound reason§ in support of this feelib
in order to establish a common framework for consideration of thes- potential audit problems, it
may prove useful to categorize them as follows:
5.2

'.

5.2.1

Security.

.
.

5.2.1.1 Access.
In a DBMS, all the information eggs are in one
One of the big sellbasket. This is a basic element in such systems.
ing points is the fact that anything anyone wants to know is in one
place. This'has been called the "Corporate Data Bank" approach. In
spit., of its positive aspects, this feature is also a drawback. A
fundamental element of internal control is separation of duties. This

concept is equivalent to the "need to know" basis applied to military
security.
A data base, by its very nature, does not contribute to the
separation or compartmentalization of data. Therefore, it tends to
weaken control.
If an individual has access to all data in support of an organization's activities, he will find it easier to manipulate those records
to further his own purposes. Now, this gets into the area of fraud.
External auditors are not responsible for detecting fraud. This is
quite clear. However, when the potential for fraud is greater, the
auditor should at least be aware of this fact and consider it as a
factor that should influence the study and evaluation of controls.
The auditor should review access controls and evaluate their contribution to the separation of duties.
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6.2.1.2 Update. Users who are authorized to update the data
The
base intensify the problem of a reduced separation of duties.
potential for error, whether deliberate or not, is much greater. The
auditor should conduct a detailed review and evaluation of control over
updates.
5.2.2

Integrity.

Two aspects of integrity should be considered:

Auditors have always been concerned with the
6.2.2.1
Input Errors.
accuracy of data, so a review of input controls is fairly standard.
If a, transaction
This also involves a look at controls over errors.
was in error, it should be corrected and put back into the system.
A DBMS does not change these concerns, but it does complicate the
processing that is involved.
Input Control.
Ir non-DBMS applications, the same transaction
often serves as input, in different formats, to a number of files.
During the normal course of processing, whenever two files contained
the same data fields, there was chance to compare the two and detect
errors.
Similarly, if an error was suspected, it was often possible
to compare siMilar files and isolate those records that might be sources of the error.
Neither of these abilities is available within a
DBMS. Control over initial input must be better in a DBMS or the overall acCuracy of the data will be reduced. The auditor should te aware
of this possibility when reviewing and evaluating input controls.

In non-DBMS applications, transaction files wereError Control.
often processed against master files and, as part of such processing,
errors would be flagged. However, the item in error was still on,the
transaction file and was still part of the control totals, so it had
to be accounted for within the system. DBMS processing is often
designed to prevent an error from being recorded on the data base.
The auditor should
This can lead to the loss of error transactions.
be aware of this potential problem.
6.2.2.2 File Integrity. Several years ago, HaroldiWeiss wrote
an article in which he coined the phrase, "total corporate amnesia."
He predicted that, some day, a large company, wedded'to the fully integrated system approach, would lose its data base, not be able to recover, and would go out of business because it no longer had any data.
Logically, this will happen some day. There have already been a couple
of near misses.

DBMS are quite fragile. When a complete disaster does occur,
it will probably be caused by a systems programmer misapplying a modification to the DBMS software or making a mistake during a revision
It might be caused by an operator during
of the data base structure.
an attempt to recover from a data base failure. At such times, the
A number of disaster scenarios
system is particularly vulnerable.
could be constructed, but the overall measage seems clear.
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The first time there is a case of q corporation with fatal
amnesia, there will be an awful lot of fTnger-pointing when it comes
time to establish who was at fault. There is sure to be a rash of law
suits and the auditors, both tnternal and external, are bound to be
named.
If the auditors go to court, they will probably be saddled with
part of the blame. A lot of people may feel that is fat-fetched, but
ttie plaintiff's lawyers can make out one hell of a case. For example:
(1) The auditor is deemed to be an expert in the workings of
accounting systems. .

(2) udit work must include a relj4w of the controls within
the accounting systeni.
(3) Generally accepted accounting procedures require the use
of the "going concern" concept in preparing financial statements.
(4)

Without its records, the corporation was not a "going con-

cern."
(5)
Based on both expert knowledge and a review of the system,
the auditor should have known the corporation could suffer total
amnesia.
(6) The auditor did not take a "going c ncern
in the certificate.
(7)
Therefore, the auditor either did
withheld important information.
(8)

eçception

or deliberately

Guilty!

At this point, two counter-arguments emerge. One is, the same
thing could have happened withouta data base. The other is, the
chance of such a disaster is so remote that the auditor would not feel
obligated to report it. While the first argument has some validity,
it is a matter of degree. Non-DBMS systems tend to have a large amount
of redundant data. Copies of this data are likely to be geographically
separated.
With DBMS, there is a much greater concehtration of data.
The odds were against a disaster that could wipe out all of a corporIt was possible, but only
ation's records in a non-DBMS situation.
remotely. .If it did happen, it was likely to be associated with a
natural disaster and auditors are not accountable for acts of God, yet.
In a DBMS environment, the loss can usually be traced to a human failing,
and auditors are more Tesponsible in that area.
Arguing that a DBMS disaster is a remote possibility, so the
auditor does not have to consider it, is not particularly valid. Suppose a thousand companies kept all their records in offices located
.in a banana-republic. One day, a paper-hating general seizes power.
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For no particular reason, he announces that once a year, on liberation
day, the name of one company will be selected at random and all of its
books and records will be burned in a giant bonfire to honor the revolution. A lot of companies would quickly move their records somewhere
else or start making provisions for back-up. Now, the auditor for one
of,these companies would want to look at what they had done to protect
theftelves. If they had done little or nothing, the auditor would
be gravely concerned. If this concern did not manifest itself in a
going concern exception, it would at least rate a footnote. In any
event, even though it is a 1000 to 1 shot, the auditor would not ignore
the situation. Similarly, it is difficult to ignore a DBMS that does
not have effective safeguards to protect its integrity.
5.2.3 Conclusion. Use of a'QBMS intensifies the need to provide
security and integrity features within the accounting system. The
auditor must be aware of the increased hazards, and should consider
them as part of the normal review and evaluation of accounting control.
It is up to the auditor to decide what action to take in any given
situation, but the potential problems associated with DBMS must be
considered.
5.3 Audit Concerns in Re Data Base Systems-Consensus of the
Workshop Participants.

Objectives.
In attempting to address their specific Charge
within the framework of the symposium, the members of the auditing workshop decided they would direct their report to the manager, either EDP
or non-EDP, who is considering the implementation of a data base marr
agement system. Basically, the members of the workshop planned to tell
that manager what they see as the major differences between DBMS and
conventional systems. Then, they-would like to inform the manager
about the integrity and audit trail features that are important in order
to protect the organization using the data base and to provide for the
needs and requirements of internal and external auditors.
5.3.1

To provide the manager with some additional perspective, members
of the workshop decided it would be useful to present an indication of
the auditor's role in the implementation of DBMS as well 'as an outline
of some of the specific problems the auditor will encounter in working
with a data base. Finally, the workshop's con4ensus output will conclude with a projection of developments that may take place in the
next five years and what will impact areas of concern to the auditor.
5.3.2
5.3.2.1

Consensus.

Differences-Data Base Systems vs. Others.

Accountability.
In traditional systems, particular files were
associated with specific programs or applications. As a result, it was
fairly easy to identify the person or group who was responsible for
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tne input and maintenance of each data field. Because of the integration that takes place within a DBMS, it may be difficult to determine
who is responsible for what.
Prior to the implementation of the data,
each data element must be specifically assigned to a person or group
who will be responsible for its content.
Cross-impact. *en systems were developed on an individual basis,
there was a minimum amount of interaction between application systems.
The implementation of a common data base creates a focal point in that
all applications now interact with the same set of data. As a result,
an application can have an effect, often a major one, on other applications. This increased integration makes the thorough testing of
systems even more important than it has been in the past.

Increased Loss Risk.
Full implementation of a data base will
reduce or eliminate the maintenance of redundant information.
The
decrease in the duplication of data increases the opportunity for the
total loss of that data.
Asset Value. Use of the data base concept, as has been pointed
out, concentrates and integrates all of the information that will be
used to support the decision-making process.
This means that the data
base is a very important resource within the organization. As such,
it should be considered a valuable asset and be subjected to strict
provisions for security and control.
Responsibility.
Earlier, mention was made of the fact that the
integration inherent in a data base may tend to obscure the responsibility for the data elements. Along these same lines, each application
group will probably have less overall need to provide control over
data, but must exercise a much higher degree of control over the specific elements for which it will be-held responsible.
Control. The integrated nature of a DBMS will decrease the reliance on segregation or separation of duties as an effectiVe control
technique.

Organization. Support of the implementation and maintenance
of a DBMS may require major changes in the structure of an organization,
both inside and outside of the EDP department. New positions, such as
data base administrator and user coordinator, may have to be created.
Data Definition. The use of a data base will improve the control
over the definition of data since all such definitions will have to
be standardized and coordinated. Further, because all access to data
can be integrated, a DBMS provides better access control than that
available in more conventional systems.

Volume Reduction. Elimination or reduction of data redundancy
reduces the volume and variety of input to be processed and thus
reduces the amount of audit time that must be devoted to the review
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and testing of input edit controls.
Audit Independence.
In typical file organizations, the physical
structure of the data must agree with the logical structure. In a DBMS,
the two structures are completely independent. As a result, an auditor
who wants to access information on a data base will be forced to use
access methods supplied by the vendor who developed the DBMS. To some
extent, this will reduce the level of the auditor's independence.
However, the auditor would not be able to justify the cost and effort
required to develop independent access methods.
Hardcopy Impact.
Inevitably, the implementation of a data base
will reduce the amount and extent of hardcopy audit trail that" will
be provided. However, this may well be offset by the increased use
of online, machine-readable logs.
Stability. Because a data base cuts across all applications,
it will be extremely difficult to implement major change in its structure without causing severe disruption of all processing. Since major
change will be largely precluded, there will be a trend to more stable
environments. This should help to improve overall control. At the
same time, a DBMS tan accommodate minor format or logical content
changes much more easily than other systems can. This will make it
somewhat easier to add or improve control features in existing systems.

5.3.2.2 Integrity Considerations.
In reviewing the integrity aspects
of DBMS, the members of the workshop focused on six major areas:
o

o
o

Recovery
Backup
Quality

o Accuracy
o
o

Controls
Secueity

Recovery. The more data is shared between two or more applications, the more difficult and complex the recovery process becomes.
However, difficult or not, a DBMS must have the capability of recovering from minor, or major, failures. This recovery only applies to
The DBMS cannot profailures caused by hardware or systems software.
vide for recovery from failures caused by faults in the logic of application programs.

When the system is being operated in batch mode, the DBMS
provide two degrees of recovery.
It should be able to back out
processing that took place since the last previous synch point,
feature can be used to handle minor failures, and, to cope with
failures, it should be able to back out the entire process.

should
all
this
major

Failures in on-line mode are more complex. Recovery is based
upon a "unit of work" (e.g., program, block of records, a single
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record).
In each case, either a unit of work must be defined to the
DBMS or it must have the ability to impose such a unit on the applications being processed. Ideally, on-line recovery should be on a dynamic basis. That is, the system should be able to detect and recover
from failure without the need for any outside intervention or assistance.
Unfortunately, this ideal is not always possible. A failure
-that has gong undetected for a period of time may, because of the integrated nature of DBMS processing, have been compounded and propagated
by the further processing that is based upon the original error. This
kind of "associative failure" precludes the use of dynamic recovery

techniques.

Kardware failure can involve either the storage device(s) used
to record the DBMS or the execution of the software used for the processing.
In order to recover from a storage failure, the DBMS should
be able to reprocess a badkup file forward until the point of failure
has been yeached or it should be able to back out processing from the
failure point back to the most recent synch point. Recovery from a
processing failure is much more complex.
It involves the following

.

steps:
o
o
o
o

Identify all transactions currently in process
(in-flight transactions)
Back-out all completed processing that took
place since the last synch point
Retrieve all output that was generated since
the last synch point
Restart all processing

Back-Up. While the need for back-up is quite obvious, several
key factors must be considered in developing a back-up plan. The frequency of back-up must be determined. Both the importance of the DBMS
and its normal update or processing cycle must be evaluated in deciding
on frequency. Monthly, weekly, and daily backup are common, but may
not be appropriate in all circumstances.

Redundancy in back-up must also be considered. In a number of
cases, two sets of back-up may be provided. One set will be kept on
hand within the computer installation and the other stored at an offsite locatton. Log tapes, which are normally produced as a byproduct
of DBMS processing, are an important part of any back-up plan. Since
the log represents a record of all transactions processed, it provides
the link between the back-up copy of a file and its current status.
The logs can be quite lengthy, so it may be useful to utilize a DBMS
utility that can be used to summarize and merge the details of the log
while still maintaining its sefullness in providing.for recovery.
Logs mOst be retained for a reasonable period of time and it may be
advisable to provide a dual-logging facility to insure redundancy in
this phase of back-up.
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When the DBMS software has been revised by its supplier, the
revision will often affect the contents or format of the log. As a
result, logs prepared prior to the most recent revision of the DBMS
may no longer be usable for back-up purposes. Whenever the DBMS software is modified, all back-up facilities, particularly the logs, should
be subject to careful review and testing.
In planning for a DBMS, the quality of data is a critQuality.
ical factor. Since data will only be recorded once and will then serve
as the input for all subsequent processing, it is essential to maintain
a high level of quality for all elements within the DBMS. Input data

validation must be the initial step in any UNS application. The editing should be as extensive as possible. Fortunately, since all information is available in the data base, it is easier to perform tests
that involve correlation between various data elements (e.g., Is this
an active account?
Is the price for this item in line with the prior
price?).

To some extent, the use of a DBMS will provide for techniques
that will improve quality. Standard definitions of all data and the
use of common validation or edit routines are virtually mandatory in
a DBMS and both of these factors will contribute to improving the
quality of data. As part of the effort to improve editing and quality
control, a DBMS approach may cause a higher number of transactions to
be rejected because they contain errors. Strict control over and followup on errors must be provided.Accuracy. To the maximum possible extent, the DBMS should have
a self-dia4nosing capability. That is, the system should be able to
detect and report on any deterioration of the data base (e.g., broken
chains, scrambled pointers, or other errors internal to the data base).
As part of routine operations, such as reorganization or the provision
of back-up, the DBMS should be able to test and evaluate its own
internal accuracy.

'

Controls. Certain control elements, which may be present in
an EDP system, are particularly important in a DBMS operation. These
include:
o An early consideration, during the initial stages of design,
of the controls to be incorporated within the application system and
These controls must be designed to interface
within the data base.
with other systems or applications, both now and in the foreseeable

future.
o Such controls should be designed in aCtordanee with a set
of formalized control standards that have been developed for the
organization.

Normal accounting controls should be maintained in a datia
o
base environment. For example, provision should be made for
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reconciling data base contents with independently maintained control
totals.
o
Strict control over the authorization to perform critical
data base functions (e.g., add, modify, delete) should be maintained.

o The system should, to the largest possible extent, be both
self-controlling and self-correcting.

Security. Some special security considerations must be included
in the planning and implementation of a DBMS.
They include:

All security violations detected by the system should be
reported, and investigated.

o

logged

o A log that records and identifies all data base accesses
should be maintained. While this may seem to be a burdensome requirement, it may become necessary in order to comply with legislated privacy requirements.
o Because no one individual or group can be considered to
be the "owner" of the data base, responsibility for each data element
must be established.
In each case, a person or group should be given
sole authority to grant access and update capability as it relates to
a particular data element. From that point on, the person or group
is considered to be the owner of that data.
o A current log of all access and update authorizations that
are in effect should be maintained.
o The data base administrator, while responsible for the existence of the data base, should not generally be granted access to its
content.
In unusual circumstances, when such access is required,
authority should be granted to the data base administrator in exactly
the same manner it would be extended to.any other user.

5.3.2.3 Audit (Management) Trail.
In the design of a DBMS,
early consideration should be given to providing an adequate audit
trail for all procesiing that will take place within the system. As
a user of the system, the auditor has the right, subject to normal cost
justification requirements, to request specific reports and/or the
creation and retention of files for audit purposes. Thus, the auditor
may establish requirements that will result in the maintenance of an
audit trail. However, the auditor must adapt these requirements to
the economic realities of the system being audited.

Several key factors should be considered during the design of
the audit trail. They include:
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o A usable, complete record of all transactions that affect
an account balance, or the contents of a master file, should be main-

tained.

o A balancing or summarization function should be provided
as part of the system that maintains the audit trail.
o While the operating system and the DBMS both maintain logs,
neither log was designed to provide an audit trail. Rather, they were
specifically constucted to provide a restart and recovery capability
within the framework of the system software. As a result, consideration should be given to creating and maintaining a transaction log
specially designed to provide an audit trail.
o
It is particularly important to provide an audit trail that
can be used to control and follow-up on errors, rejected transactions
and/or data, and items in suspense.

o Since the data base is particularly vulnerable when it is
being reorganized, special audit trail provisions should be included
in the planning and design of all such processing.

5.3.2.4 The Auditor's Role. Both internal and external auditors will
become more deeply involved in DBMS, and both have a definite role to
The internal
play in the design and implementation of such systems.
auditor is likely to become involved in the very early stages of data
base design. This involvement will probably become quite deep, and
a number of people will maintain that the auditor's independence has
been impaired. To some extent, this may be true, but it is unavoidable.
Without close and early involvement, the internal auditor will not be
able to understand the system and discharge his responsibilities to
management.

The external auditor will be involved as a user of the system
and an evaluator of its controls. He will be using the system to proThe review and evaluation functions
vide input to the audit process.
are intended to provide the auditor with information that will influence the reliance to be placed on controls in determining audit scope.
Further, the auditor will develop comments for presentation to management in regard to any weaknesses in the overall control scheme.
As was pointed out earlier in this paper, the basic roles of
internal and external auditors do not change when a DBMS is implemented.
Rather, there may be a shifting of emphasis within the range of functions the auditor performs. Some controls and operating procedures
may become more important. Some audit techniques may become more complex.
In any event, both internal and external auditors will require
more technical training to equip them to perform an audit of a data
base system.
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Some areas of audit involvement or special effort in DBMS will
include:
o
o

o

o
o
o
o

o

Keep informed in regard to proposed new systems
Evaluate audit, control, and security features in
DBMS software
Perform or evaluate the cost/benefit analysis prepared
to justify a proposed data base system
Test backup and recovery features incorporated in DISMS
software
Review and evaluate minimum control standards
Determine the adequacy of data retention in regard to
both management and audit requirements
Review the use of logs to see if it is effective
Test control exercised over system changes

5.3.2.5
Interface of DBMS with Audit Software. One real problem that
auditors have had to face in regard to DBMS is the fact that the arsenal
of computer audit software that has been developed over the years cannot, for the most part, cope with a data base file organization. Quite
simply, computer audit software cannot read a data base. Some of the
available packages do provide a data base interface, but, the use of
this feature requires a higher level of technical expertise than that
required to use the basic package.

To cope with their existing interface problem, auditors have
utilized the following courses of action:
(a)
For small data bases with a,simple logical structure, use
a utility or specially written program to dump the data base to tape
in a sequential format and then use computer audit software to process
the tape.
(b)
Use vendor-supplied utility, retrieval, or report generators
to produce information or perform processing for audit purposes.

Develop, within the audit team, the technical expertise
(c)
required to deal directly with a DBMS.
(d)
As part of the design of the data base application system,
build audit functions into the system. This approach is not, by any
stretch of the imagination, in general use, but has proven to be quite
successful in a small number of applications.

From the standEach approach has advantages and disadvantages.
point of maintainidg audit independence, (a) or (c) is the best choice.
In regard to low cost and ease of use, (b) is probably superior. From
the theoretical standpoint, (d) may prove the most promising in the
future.
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5.3.2.6 The Next Five Years. Being, by reputation and nature, a relatively conservative (in the non-political sense) group, auditors are
not too comfortable with five year predictions. However, the group
ooes see some likely developments:
o The dual growth of DBMS and public concern for individual
privacy will create a flood of legislation. Someone will be given
the job of determining whether or not specific data base applications
comply with privacy regulations. Although they are not eager to accept
this task, it seems likely that auditors will be called on to conduct
such compliance reviews.
o Further development of fast, low-cost, almost infinite capity storage will make DBMS more practical and attractive. Many of
the current problems of audit trail and the maintenance of historical
files will vanish since everything will be kept online within the data
base for a much longer period of time.
o The use of audit functions built-in to DBMS applications
will increase.
o The standardization of data base software structure will
eliminate most, if not all, of the audit software interface problems.

o Audit specialists, in much larger numbers, will develop
the expertise required to work with data base software and applications.

If there was one thing the group agreed upon, it was
Summary.
that two days was not enough time to deal effectively with all of the
audit concerns associated with DBMS. However, every effort was made
to devote time to the most important issues and develop the consensus
Hopefully, these efforts have
of thinking in regard to those issues.
produced information and commentary that will be useful to both management and auditors.
5.4

'Selected Questions and Answers.

How can we interface existing computer audit softQuestion 1:
ware with data base systems?
Viewpoint: First, it is technically feasible for developers
of software packages to prepare routines that can access data directly
and thereby completely bypass the DBMS. Although technically feasible,
the cost to develop the data base access routines for each DBMS tO be
accessed would probably require complex consideration of both nonstandard access methods used for disk, as well as assembly of various
data elements whose physical storage usually does not have logical
meaning until it has been processed by the DBMS. (If written, the audit
software data base access routines would themselves effectively be
functioning as a DBMS.) Although technically feasible, this approach
may be impractical both from cost considerations and the level of ex53

pertise which would be required to use them.
Alternatively, the DBMS may be interfaced with the audit software
for the purpose of extracting complete units of data (e.g., files) that
can be totaled by the audit software package and reconciled by the
auditor to independent sources such as general ledger control totals.
Requirements for the design of interfaces will vary depending both upon
the design of the DBMS and the audit software packages. Although developers of audit software packages may have to design their own interface, cost considerations clearly indicate the desirability of DBMS
vendors providing a standard interface so that audit software developers
would be required to make only minimal modifications to their software.
Viewpoint:

Presented in Outline Form:

MODIFY EXISTING AUDIT SOFTWARE
Advantages
o
o
o

Familiarity of software to the auditor
Independence of the auditor is maintained
Interface is efficient

Disadvantages
o
o
o

o
o
o
o

Self-contained versus host language dichotomy
Lack of standardization of DBMS
Incompatibility of audit software language syntax
with the semantics of the data structure models
Data definition used by the DBMS may be inadequate
for audit software purposes
Independence is still compromised if the operating
system access routines are used.
Integrity function of the Database Manager may be
by-passed
DBMS environment is simulated so the+ integrity
features such as concurrency control candot be
checked

EXTRACT A SEQUENTIAL FILE
Advantages
Familiarity of the software to the auditor
Independence of the auditor is partially maintained
o Auditor is not responsible for the interface
o
o

Disadvantages
o

Integrity of the sequential file can be questioned
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o

o

o
o

Processing inefficiencies exist with the interfaCe
because indexes cannot be utilized, and sorts must
be performed rather than pointers followed
Incompatibility of the audit software language
syntax with the semantics of the data structure
models used by the DBMS
Portability of the audit software package
DBMS environment is simulated so that integrity
features such as concurrency control cannot be
checked

USE HOST LANGUAGE EXTENSIONS

Advantages
o
o
o

Familiarity of the software to the auditor
Independence of the auditor is partially maintained
Interface is efficient

Disadvantages
o
o
o

o

d

o
o
o

Self-contained versus host language dichotomy
Lack of standardization of DBMS
Incompatability of audit software language syntax
with the semantics of the data structure models
used by the DBMS
Portability of the audit software package
Independence is compromised by using the host
language extensions or operating system access
routines
Integrity functions of the Database Manager may be
by-passed
Database definition used by the DBMS may be inadequate
for audit software purposes
DBMS environment is simulated so that integrity features
such as concurrency control cannot be checked.

Viewpoint: While much existing audit software does not interface
with database systems, a few packages do. These interfaces provide a
competitive advantage in the market place which they serve. Auditors
are best served by being informed about what packages can work with
Vendors may also be encourapd to improve their
database systems.
products to provide necessary access functions in an easy-to-use
manner.
Viewpoint: The advent of a data base management system provides
the/death knell for most audit software packages. Unless the vendor
is committed to expend sufficient capital to provide interface, the
onfts is on the auditor.
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The Auditing Department must have sufficient expertise to provide
a "front end" to existing software. This ability is expensive. Programmers with sufficient expertise to program for modern data base
packages are in short supply and in great demand.
Nevertheless, it
is the responsibility of Auditing to provide independent interface to
the data base.
In some cases, programs can be written by the systems and programdepartments provided that sufficient review by an independent
third party is performed and thae the programs remain under audit conming

trol.

Question 2:
In the absence of such an interface, how can the
auditor gain access to and manipulate information on a data base?
Viewpoint: Present options appear limited to obtaining a sequential tape or disk file from the client and then prinessing it using
existing audit software. Alternatively, special programs may be written
to extract and possibly manipulate data. The former is a reasonably
attractive option that is frequently used in practice, but does have
the disadvantage of making the auditor somewhat more dependent upon
data processing personnel than is true in a non-DBMS environment. The
latter solution is generally not feasible because of the time and level
of expertise required in order to design and implement specialized programs.
In fact, this alternative is probably not economically feasible
in audit engagements of less than about 3,000 hours.

No auditor whose employer or client uses IBM 360 or 370 computers
In other environments or
needs to do without a database interface.
with very specialized or complicated structures, the auditor may be able
to behave like a regular user for routine information requests.
These
must be considered as not independent for audit purposes; nevertheless,
it may be a very useful procedure.
Viewpoint:
Include required audit funLtions in the generalized
language facilities of the DBMS.

Advantages

o Auditor is not responsible for the interface
o Compatibility between the language syntax and
semantics of the data structures used by the
DBMS (except possibly for network based data
structure models)
o Interface is efficient
o DBMS environment is not simulated
Disadvantages

o Auditor independence is compromised
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o
o

Self-contained versus host language dichotomy
For host language systems, often
(a)
deficient data definition
deficient generalized language inkterfaces
(b)

Viewpoint: Though an auditor wishes independence, he can't have
He becomes another user in the eyes of Systems and Programming and
must depend on programs written to his specifications. In short, redevelop audit software.
it.

Question 3:
In working through or with a DBMS, how can.fhe-Zuditor be sure he has been given access to all the records he wants to
examine?
Viewpoint: To be sure that all records desired by the auditor
have been given to him, he must control the retrieval. (Furthermore,
he should create a total file of all records.requested to be coLpared
to external data used elsewhere in the business organization.)
Viewpoint:
Short of maintaining his own version of the DBMS
maintained by resident software experts, he cannot be 100% sure. The
auditor is capable of proving record counts, hash totals, balances,
etc. to figures maintained by the operating department responsible for
the data base.

He cannot, however, be 100% sure that the DBMS has not been compromised and is giving incomplete data back to the user.
Viewpoint:
Ensure the conformity of the database to a single
database definition.
(a)
(b)

administrative aspects
technical aspects

Develop software which can Identify floating or broken chains of
data, and data without an existent database definition.
CONFORMITY TO DATABASE DEFINITION
o

o

Administrative Aspects
(a)
documentation
auditor/DBA interface
(b)
Technical Aspects
(a)
only one database definition should exist
database definition should be complete
(b)
(c)
DBMS should validate data against the database
definition
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FLOATING OR BROKEN CHAINS
o

o

Algorithms are needed which tan check the pointer fields
within a data record to identify floating or broken chains
Algorithms are needed which can identify data for which
a corresponding data definition does not exist

Viewpoint: Although a potentially troublesome area, it is not
too much different from the environment which exists today in a non-DBMS
environment.
In these non-OBMS circumstances, auditors extract records
which can be traced to or reconciled with independent sources such as
the general ledger. The DBMS environment does add a dimension not
present in conventional EDP systems in that a data base administrator
has extensive knowledge both of the system and how data is stored and
used, and may, unless well controlled,. be in a position to perpetrate
a fraud which would be extremely difficult for an auditor to detect.
On the other hand, a well controlled data base administrator appears
to offer control features which are not possible in more traditional
environments.

For the present, auditors have no alternative other than to continu:Axtracting data which can be traced to or reconciled with independ nt accounting records,coupled with insisting upon good internal
control procedures over the data administration function. This response
clearly rules out accepting data which cannot be traced to independent
sources and hence would prohibit use of a DBMS to obtain a listing of
say all acodunts $n excess of 90 days.
Question 4: What controls or features should the auditor look
for in evalulting the integrity of a DBMS?
Viewpoint: A OBMS must perform extensive editing of data entering the data base so as to preclude erroneous information from updating
data bank which will be shared by many users. Secondly, a DBMS shOuld
provide an effective means to correct and re-enter errors (such as an
invalid customer number) which are rejected by the system. 'It is important to control the occurrence of errors and their subsequent correction.
Viewpoint:
o

o

The auditor needs some means of ensuring that:

The manufacturer of the DBMS has adequately tested
the DBMS, and subsequent modifications before
releasing the DBMS for production running.
Unauthorized modifications of the DBMS have not
occurred within the user installation.

MANUFACTURER TESTING
o

o

Relevance of statistical theory to software testing
Software development practices of the manufacturer
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o
o

History of use of the DBMS
Software certification?

UNAUTHORIZED USER MODIFICATION
o
o

o
o
o
o

Availability of system documentation
Ease with which the DBMS pro.ram code c n be u erstood
hin the
Availability of systems software experti e
installation
Management and control practices over system software
within the user installation
Audit testing of critical functions within the DBMS
Algorithms for detecting modified code (e.g., comparison
of the user package against a manufacturer blueprint, or
scime kind of hash total checking

Viewpoint:
rity are:
(a)
(b)
(c)
(d)

(e)
(f)

(g)

Desirable features of a DBMS which impact its integ-

Integration with a data dictionary
A "dump" utility for back-up
Checkpointing for timely restart
Database recovery by optional "rollforward"
or "rollback" depending on the cause of the problem
A utility program to restore any part of the data
base from the back-up copy
An easy-to-use, flexible, efficient retrieval tool
which may be used for diagnostic purposes and/or
ad hoc reporting
Minimal application programmer intervention in the
management of data base structuee information

Similar controls as above, namely--record counts, hash totals,
selective field balancing. A log tape showing before and after images
is a necessity for on-line, real time processing. The log tape also
becomes a factor in recovery/restart, etc.
The ability to define logical data bases (a la IMS) is a super
The auditor need only review the logical DBD,,to determine what
action a program can take against a file. This technique restricts
access and up-date capabilities.
tool.

Question 5: What aspects of checkpoint/restart, recovery, and
backup should be of concern to the auditor:
Viewpoint: Auditors should satisfy themselves that adequate
recovery features exist in the. event of system failure. Additionally,
many DBMS systems offer options such as dual logging capability to
better insure recovery in the event of system failure. Although batch
oriented systems typically did not require auditors to investigate restart and recovery procedures, such is not the case in a DBMS
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environment. Auditors should be satisf;.sd that, when system outage
occurs (as it periodically will), adequate and effective procedures are
in place to assure accurate and reasonably prompt recovery.
Viewpoint: The major ispects of checkpoint/restart, recovery
and backup that are of concern to the auditor are:
o
o

concurrency control features
what facilities are provided

Viewpoint: Checkpoint/restart, backup and recovery should be
tested before an emergency makes it necessary. The relative costs of
various recovery techniques should be compared to the losses which
might be incurred with increasingly less responsive techniques.

Viewpoint: The auditor must feel confident that the procedures
for backup and recovery are adequate. To accomplish this, he is required to test the procedure as he would any major prqguetión system.
A comprehensive procedure manual must exist shovAnglihat is to be done
at what time. The auditor must loure-thlf all data is processed and
that any hardware malfunction dbis nnt impact the ability to process
all data.

Along those lines, the auditor is concerned with duplication of
master files, the ability to rerun from yesterday's files, offsite
storage of master files, procedures for backing up program files, etc.
Question 6:
agement trail?

What impact will a DBMS have on the audit or man-

Viewpoint: Audit trail is no less important in a DBMS environment than in other data processing environments. The ability to trace
transactions from their summary through to detail and vice versa is
one which a well designed DBMS should preserve. In those instances
where an inability for this to be accomplished exists, the apparent
difficulty lies in poor system design rather than in any inherent
change in converting to a DBMS environment. Other instances of conversion to DBMS systems indicate adequate planning with auditors has always permitted audit trails to exist in a form which can conveniently
be used during the conduct of the audit examination.
Viewpoint: A DBMS has little effect on the audit trail. In a
shared data environment, greater emphasis needs to be placed on ensuring that:

o
o

available audit trail exists
a methodology for threat monitoring exists

Viewpoint:

The audit trail is being cluttered with less and less

paper.
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Viewpoint: Dependent upon the design of the system, a DBMS is
likely to have a positive result on an audit trail.
Correct use of
a data base system will provide a trail for the auditor which is
likely to be superior to his current systems trail.
The accent must
be on correct usage as incorrect or incompetent use will befuddle,
cloud and obscure an audit trail.

The auditor must have sufficient expertise to determine the adequacy of the trail he will receive.
Question 7: What security features should the auditor look for
in evaluating a DBMS?
Viewpoint: Auditors must carefully review controls over the
data base administration function, as well as the process by which
sensitive data is, first, determined and access to it is, then, re,
stricted. Also important are the procedures by which security violations
are detected and promptly investigated by a security officer. Because
many data base systems are designed to provide an interactive aid in
managing affairs of the company, auditors should evaluate the extent
to which data access is restricted to only authorized individuals,
reasonable control is placed over the data base administration function,
and imlividuals are denied access to data which would create an incompatible function.
Viewpoint: The DBMS must provide underlying integrity functions
to ensure the existence, quality, and privacy of data (Everest; 1974*).

EXISTENCE
o

o

Backup
(a)
dual recording
(b)
dumping
(c)
logging
(d)
residual dumping
Rollback/Recovery

QUALITY
o

o
o

Validation
(a)
stored data
(b)
input data
Concurrency control
Update authorization

* Gordon C. Everest, "Concurrent Update Control and Database Integrity,"
in J.W. Kimble and K.L. Koffeman, eds., Data Base Management(Amsterdam:
North-Holland Publishing Co., 1974), pp. 241-270.
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PRIVACY
o
o

o

Access Regulation
Encryption
(a)
transmission
(b)
stored data
Threat Monitoring

Viewpoint:
Security features are the result of considerations
of the application being served by the DBMS. The DBMS should be capable
of requiring the necessary authorization for anyone to add to, change
or retrieve from the database. The DBMS should provide a virtual certainty that all accesses to the database are recorded.

Viewpoint:. The auditor should look for:
o
o

o
o
o
o
o

The ability to restrict access by a program to a file
Terminal security features such as:
- logon
- logoff
- restart, etc.
The ability to define terminals by function
Restart and recovery
Logging ability
Control consoles ability to inhibit a terminal after
attempts to logon or process incorrectly
Logging function with before and after images

Question 8: What should the auditor's role be in evaluating the
impact of privacy considerations or legislation on the design of DBMS?

The auditor should be knowledgeable about what reasonViewpoint:
able privacy considerations are possible. He shou'd understand what
privacy features management policy is directing to be implemented.
Most important, he MUST know what features are actually being used and
whether they are efiTeave. Legislation is simply the public overreaction to situations which private parties have created by failure to
act in a prudent manner. It will continue to complicate the already
confusing subject of privacy. Effective audit performance requires
close contact and frequent reporting to top level management.
Viewpoint: The external auditor will probably be the party responsible to management for ensuring privacy legislation is enforced
within the systems of an organization.

The external auditor is responsible to parties external to the
organization. The loss of assets which could result from a legal suit
over privacy may cause external parties to look to the external auditor
for attestation as to the enfoecement of privacy legislation within
the organization. Interested parties such as the government, socially
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conscious groups, stockholders, etc., and the organizations themselves
may look to the external auditor as an independent party who can attest
to the enforcement of privacy legislation, because the integrity of
data has continuously been the essence of auditing.
The following three major aspects of privacy legislation are relevant if the auditor is an involved party.
CONTROLS ON OPERATING PROCEDURES
An organization must:
o
o

o

o
o
o
o

Take precautions against natural hazards and other
threats to the system and its data
Publish descriptions of its system in a medium which
is most likely to be seen by those people who are
the subjects of the system
Establish procedures for responding to inquiries from
individuals about their records and for settling
complaints about their accuracy
Keep a log of all users of each person's records and
the intent of that use
Make a person responsible for the enforcement of
privacy legislation (the data base administrator?)
Ensure that data is timely and accurate
Inform a person if he is a subject in a system

ACCESS RIGHTS OF DATA SUBJECTS
A subject may:
o
o
o

Examine his own record
Request correction of erroneous information
Append a statement to the record if the error is not
corrected to his satisfaction

USAGE CONTROLS
An organization must:
o

o
o

Inform a subject of the intended use of the data, and
inform the subject if a new use becomes apparent (implications of this in a shared data environment)
Use data only for its stated purpose
Transfer data to a new system only with the permission
of the subject, and only after ensuring that the privacy
of data will be adequately maintained in the new system

Viewpoint: No involvement.
That is a legal not audit \groblem.
It is up to Systems and Programming to insure legal involvemi t. Audit
should only bring both parties together.
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Viewpoint: Independnnt auditors should not be used to assist
in monitoring compliance with the myriad of federal, state and local
law which govern our society. Although it is reasonable for independent auditors to participate in some compliance, that participation
should be limited to situations which have a direct bearing on financial position or results of operations.
Because it is not possible
for auditors to be conversant in all areas of prevailing legislation
concerning privacy, this area should not have the involvement of independent auditors.
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6,

IMPACT OF GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS

Working Panel Report on Government Regulation
Chairman:

Charles D. Trigg

Biographical Sketch

Mr. Charles D. Trigg is Associate Director, National Association
for State Information Systems. Mr. Trigg has ierved as State Comptroller and Budget Director for the State of Missouri. At IBM, he
held national responsibility for systems in the finance, tax, and
legislative areas of state and local government.
He is a member of
the National Association of State Auditors, Comptrollers and Treasurers
and the Municipal Finance Officers Association. He'has testified
frequently in Congressional hearings on the impact of legislation in
data base areas.
Participants*
James Burrows
Charles Burr
Robert Caravella
Robert Goldstein
6.1

Daniel B. Magraw
Susan K. Reed, Recorder
Terrance F. Swanson

Scope and Concerns.

The Government Regulation Working Panel interpreted its assignment as follows:
o

To predict which statutes"1W governmental rules or
regulations which now exist or will come into being
during the next five years will relate to information systems;

o

To identify which of those will impact data base
management methods, procedures, and systems;

o

To make a general assessment of the extent of
those impacts with respect to management, technology and cost; and

o

To convert these conclusions to a set of
guidelines helpful to top management in making
DBMS decisions and, conversely, caution law
makers and policy makers on the issues of
various proposed policies and regulation.

* Complete addresses and affiliations are in Appendix C
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The panel expects a substantial amount of regulation relating
to information systems to appear in the next five years originating
from statutes and ordinances, rules and regulations issued pursuant
to statutes, executive orders, and administrative procedures. It
seems clear for at least the next five years that Federal enactments
will be the dominant factors in all except those few states with more
stringent requirements. The panel concluded that nearly all regulations
impacting information systems that are likely to be seen in the next
five years are already evident in existing laws relating to privacy and
freedom of information.
It is anticipated that the areas of impact,
nearly all of which are already seen at the Federal level and in some
non-Federal governments, will become commonplace in all governments,
and toward the end of the five4year period, throughout the privpte
sector as well.
Twenty areas were identified in which it is believed that,
governmental regulations will come to exist nation-wide, affecting
both public and private sectors. Ten factors which are part of a
total information system, and on which the panel felt the impact
of regulations would fall, were selected.
The difficulty of analyzing
the effect of regulations on systems was increased by the necessAty
of asking the folloWing questions for each area of regulation and attempting to consolidate the discussion in terms meaningful to data base
system managers and users:
(1)

Will the regulation Impact information systems?

(2)

If it does, how does it affect DBMS?

(3)

Is the impact on a DBMS generally different
from the effect on a non-DBMS information
system?

(4)

Does DBMS have any inherent advantages or disadvantages in responding to the requirements?

Accordingly, a matrix (see figure 1) was constructed to serve
as a basis for analysis. The rows comprise the twenty expected areas
of regulation and the columns represent the factors on which management would focus in assessing the impact of regulations. A matrix
entry is an affirmative answer to question I and an indicator of which
In the COSTS columns
factors are affected in answer to question 2.
the use of two different matrix entries also enables question 3 to
be answered. Answers to questions 2, 3 and 4 are expanded more fully
below.

After further definition of the areas of regulation, the salient
points in the panel's discussion of the impact of regulations on management, technology and costs will be presented.
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Y - no material difference sn cost under
DBMS and non-DOMS

Explanation of Matrix Rows as Areas of Regulation.
ation begins with the number of the matrix row.
6.1.1

Each explan-

1.
System Certification - The operator of a data base system
must assure that his system complies with all of the specific regulatory requirements. This might involve the use of an external and
internal auditing organization.
2.
Standardization of Protection Objectives - All systems will
have to provide a common level of information protection. This does
not necessarily imply the use of common protection techniques.
3.
Subject Access Rights - Individuals will have the right to
find out if thty are the subjects of data in a system and, if so,
what information about themselves is stored. They will also have
the right to have errors corrected in their records.

4. Notification of Prior Recipients - When an individual has
an error in his record corrected, the system operator will be obligated
to notify past recipients of the error.
This may be an automatic,
blanket notification of all past recipients, or a selective notification
at the request of the data subject.
5.
Data Collection Limitations - Organizations will only be
permitted to collect information from individuals that is relevant
In general, the consent of
to the functions of that organization.
the data subject will be required.

6.
Limits on Interrelating Data - There may be restrictions
placed on the interrelating of information from different files or
systems.
7.
Universal Identifier Use - No universal identifier will be
established within the next five years in the U.S. It is possible that
the use of common identifiers between systems will be explicitly prohibited.

Data Retention - Specific maximum retention periods will
8.
be specified for certain kinds of unfavorable personal information.
Minimum retention periods may be specified for other information such
as record usage logs.
9.
Consent for data Usage - The informed consent of the data
subject must be obtained before information about him may be used,
except for uses specifically authorized by law.

Accuracy, Completeness, Timeliness - Organizations maintain10.
ing personal data must keep that date in a sufficient state of accuraci7,
completeness, and timeliness that fairness will be ensured in any
decision making based on that data.
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11.
Access Authorization - The s.:stem must prohibit all data
accesses except those specifically authorized.
12.
Corporations as Individuals - Corporations will have the
same rights with respect to information about them that are currently
granted to natural persons under the 1974 Federal Privacy Act and
similar laws.
13.
Non-Personal Data - Data not covered by the various privacy
laws must also be protected against loss, alteration, or improper disclosure.

Continuity of Operai'ions - Organizations must ensure that
they are protected against disruption of their normal operations as
the result of loss or damage of data.
14.

DBMS Standardization - A standard for data base management
systems may be established by the official standards organization, or
de facto, by decision of a major user such as the Federal government.
15.

16.
Audit Trails - ft will be necessary to maintain a log of
changes and disclosures of data. This is needed as an aid ta maintaining data integrity, for use by he system auditors, and to enable data
subjects to find out about the usage made of their records.

17.
Dedicated Systems,- Separate data processing systems may
be obligated by certain applications. This will impact the extent to
which the benefits of a DBMS can be realized.
18.
Program Statutes - The individual laws and regulations governvarious ovlanizations may include provisions relating to information processing tasks.

ing

19.
Standard Data Element Definitions and Codes - De facto
standard data element definitions and codes may be established through
their adoption by a major user, such as the Federal government.

20.
Freedom of Information Acts - Many governmental bodies are
subject to laws authorizing a wide range of citizen requests for information. This places additional demands on their data management facilities and may, in some cases, conflict with protection provided under
various privacy statutes.

6.1.2

Explanation of Columns.

ft is clear that implemenAnalysis of Impact on Management.
tation of a data base management system has organizational implications.
In order to comply, in an efficient and cost effective way, with laws
and regulations currently contemplated, an argument can be made that
"CONTROL" or "PRIVACY-SECURITY ENFORCEMENT" should be centralized
6.1.2.1

4
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admfnistratively. ,Itfis not obvious where this function should appear
in the organizatioarstructure, but such administrative responsibility
must necessarily be close to and involved with the systems and programming technical staff while at the same time being high enough in the
hierarchy to produce effgctive enforcement as well as to affect general
D.P. policy.
The existence of a DBMS will make the tnplementation of regulations and laws more uniform throughout the purview of the DP user community (public or private) and substantially Omplify the job of enforcement.
The panel believes that DSMS wil1 oe able to respond to changing and new regulations and laws more flexibly and easily, thertby
reducing the need for a technical manpower investment in each new requirement.
Thus, DBMS and the thrust of expected legislation and
public policy seem to compliment each other in terms of centralizing
responsibility for managing the data base AND enforcing the laws and
regulations, which will be promulgated iniany case. This seems to,
impact on the debate between disbursed data base advocates.and thosk
supporting the philosophy of centralized data processing..
An examination of the impact the predicted regulations will have
upon the management structur2s of both users and data processing groups
indicates that their responsOilitieswill probably tncreale in proportion to the number ofinew rules and regulations under which they must
operate.
It would further appear that any Oenalties imposed for failure
of agencies to comply adequately with the regulatr'y systemt would fall
most heavily upon the individuals in these groups.
.

()In view of the pressures which will be exerted upon them, it
is reasonable to expect Viat they will welcome any teeiniqueenr system
whidh could ease their tasks. Data Base Management Systems should
enable them to design and control systems more easily, which would
conform to regulatory requirements.
f
In fact, without DBMS techniques contrj procedures would become
exceedingly difficult to establish and cumbellome to follow. Specifically, DBMS will facilitate procedures for certification and standardization of data systems.
Its use will also Omplify the control of
data accessibility and it will ease the task of assuring the accuracy
and ttmeliness of data. DBMS provides both the users and data processing managers with a tool which will expedite their compliance with the
anticipated regulations.

The general public view that DBMS can either cause or assist
the unwarranted interrelating of data may be significantly reduced
by appropriate publicity given te management policy and the stringency
of controls over management as well as users.
This sort of limitation
can be more effectively and efficiently enforced under a DBMS than if
the data is scattered among several different non-DB systems (even
though the lbgisticc of interrelating data in separate systems are more
difficult).
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Similarly, access limiting rules and regulations force organizational discipline and require specific administrative control of
access (via poliCy and software). Again, such discipline is enhanced
by DB systems. User management wilr be forced to specify access authorization by individual and by data element, ultimately.
An interesting interplay of factors indicates that the increased flexibility for interrelating data and for browsing in DBMS requires more stringent definition of accessability by data element and
more stringent and precise audit and control-of the "user" in his utilization of the system. The extended capability of DBMS both requires and
enables these functions.
6.1.2.2 Technology. Many of the regulations which are awaited will
have impact on the availability, use and safeguards of data in current
or planned information systems; in factp all statutes passed to date
apply to data--not to systems. But it is in the systems that procedures must be implemented,and certified as adequate, to meet the legislative aims.

ess, either
System theAgers, especially those with on-line
local or remote, have an extensive task before them in certifying that
the hardware, software, and procedures of implemented systems will
indeed carry out the regulatory intent. A manager of a system which
is built upon in-house developed structures, such as locally developed
mini-DBMS's, special hand tailored higher-level or machine language,
code, etc., will be working alone when he comes to test and certify
his system. However, if he builds his system upon a DBMS or a standard
package which has an extensive user community, he will gain the benefit
of a coopei'ative effort which can lead to certification of the system.
Participation in such a group to share discovered defects, emergency
procedures for fixing them, and, ultimately, procedures to correct and
extend the DBMS will significantly reduce the risk and cost of implementing the intent of the directives.
r
It is probably not easy for legislators to understand why
errors in data can occur in the large systems implied by the use of
our current data base technology. While no one intends to create or
accept errors, the current state of the art in specification and
testing of programs cannot handle the complexities of our current (and
Nevertheless, it should be nqted
even our firtt geheration) systems.
that there is considerably less bad data in automated systems than was
contained in manual systems.
To deal with some of the specifics of zurrent or impending legislation, a DBMS, if used, will require capabilities which may not have
previously needed, e.g., in the Privacy Act of 1974 there is a
requiremert for Federal agencies to allow an individual access to information pertaining to himself which is in the system and which is
specifically accessible by a common or unique identifier. In addition,

.

.

.
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when such information is proved to be incorrect, it must be corrected
at the request of the individual. To accomplish this economically when
there is a significant Aumber of inquiries, with adeq ate controls to
differentiate such transactions fmm those of the agsScy which is using
the data in the conduct of its mission activities, tffie DBMS Must have
an efficient batch inquiry and update capabilitSf.
Altkough one of the requirements usually imposed by Rrivacy legislation is Oat the data in the system be acturate, complete, and timely
(current), there is very little except edit checking for reasonableness
that car be done once the data is in the system. However, a DBMS ddes
offer ar gorder of magnitude increase in maintaining the integrity of
data once captured. The problems associated with inte4r1ty, including
recovery and restart, are significant and their resolution is not trivial either to design or to implemeft correctly. Most creators of DBMS
have attacked these problems. Their current products represent some
of the best ideas in design and have been tested by usage. Thus, there
is an advantage in using a DBMS to preserve the accuracy and availability of data. This integrity feature also increases an agency's
ability to have its data processing available for mission support at
any time, i.e., accidental mishaps will cause fewer lengthy outages
of service.
:

In the Privacy Act there is a requirement to guarantee that the
data is only used for authorized and announced purposes by personnel
who have individual (or sub group) authorities to actess the data.
For administrative co
lrf such use and access, it is essential that
a central authority ave a viable and crectible capability for enforcement. A DBMS, becau e it must provide an essential mechanism for controlling access to d ta, contains an ideal place for capturing,
inspecting, and authenticating all requests for access, either by individuals or for specific uses. While this feature may not be available
in all DBMS, it should be locally implementable; and if the DBMS has
a wide user sroup, such features can be well checked out long before
a home-grown access control subsystem could be.
Although the technologist-managers have been striving for some
years to define an acceptable, if compromise, standard DBMS, along the
lines of the standardization of COBOL, it is considerdd premature for
the Federal Government at this time, or in the near future (3-5 years),
to endorse a procurement policy requiring that mainfraTes bought by
Such.
the Government have a DBMS which meets precise specifications.
First, all main frame manua step would have far reaching effects.
facturers would have to decide to implement/acquire such a system or I
withdraw from direct selling to the Federal market. Presumably a third
party could develop such a software system for a specific set of hard- I
ware and bid on Federal specifications. This is, however, not likely
due to the bid costs of preparing for live test demonstrations, etc.
Second, if industry did decide to prepare to bid on Federal spc".ifications, most manufacturers would probably not continue development of
A DBMS is a very expensive system to build, maintain
alternative DBMS.
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If the Federal specifications were based on extensions of
and extend.
the work of the Data Base Task Group of CODASYL, a few manufacturers
would continue on their current course.
This would entail a technical
evaluation by each manufacturer of its customer investment.
6.1.2.3 Costs. The emphasis in this discussion is on distinguishing
bdtween what will happen if a DBMS is selected instead of another
system.
It is an acknowledged fact that governmental regulation will
increase the cost of an information system. The concern here is to
determine whether implementation of government regulations will cost
more or less under DBMS as compared to a non-DBMS approach.

For this reason an additional matrix entry was employed in the
COSTS columns only (see figure 1):
x - indicates that costs will vary between DBMS
and nen-DBMS
y - indicates that there will be no material
difference in cost between DBMS and non-DBMS
in nearly all cases where the entry in the COSTS columns is an
X, i.e., when there is a difference in cost, the advantage lies with
the DBMS approach. Additional hardware requirements which might be
imposed by regulations will generally be less under DBMS for two
First, when individuals exercise their right to access data
reasons.
and correct it, DBMS can access multiple files faster and less expensively. Second). Alen regulations require that access to data be controlled, which is costly in any system, it can be done in less time
and less expensively under DBMS because of the centralization of the
control function in a single prograr module.

%

With respect to software costi, eight of the ten items marked
X in the matrix would be less costly under DBMS because they make use
of the inherent capabilities of the DBMS.
The item of DBMS Standardization would, of course, only apply to DBMS. The costs of DBMS might
be greater under a decentralization requirement; the main bulk of such
costs would go for non-DP activities,osuch as investigations. (N.B.
it is emphasized that these conclusions relate only to the impact of
Government regulation.on systems.
Other factors important to the DBMS
decision hive not been considered here.)
Personnel costs would differ under DBMS vs. non-r'MS only wItn
concerned with insuring data accuracy, completeness, and timeline.ls;
in
a situation DBMS would be only marginally less costly.
Any group considering costs would be remiss if it did not also
consider that there is a cost in "missed opportunities," i.e., activities denied an organization because of limitations imposed on data
Imposing too costly an
transfer either by statute or by expense.
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inter-system data security standard may result in an inability or unwillingness to participate in programs which require the standard. Prohibiting the use of a universal identifier or the interrelating of data
will likewise preclude data transfers.
A DBMS standard would enable
DBMS to control access better--a benefit rathe. than a missed opportunity. This apparent advantage notwithstanding, imposition of a DBMS
standard could have a negative effect on overall performance in many
cases.
Most unequivocal of all is'ele statement that if decentralization becomes a requirement, great opportunities will be lost.
6.2

Conclusions

During the course of the analysis of the impact of Government
regulations on data base management systems and the ensuing discussion,
a number of general conclusions, some almost axiomatic in nature, were
reached by the panel:
1.

Existing and proposed regulations will impact organizations

whether or not a DBMS isoed.
a.
State and local governments should have standard.privacy/
security regulations if they have a requirement to exchange data. In
the absence of these standards, the Government runs the risk of not
being able to exchange data because its privacy/security requirements
are either too stringent or inadequate to permit exchange with the
target government. This implies that there will exist some entity or
some way for these govermnents to certify that reasonable precautions
exist to safeguard the trans7er, use and storage of the data. This
does not imply that the same data base management 4stem must be used-only that licons.stent" levels of protection must be provided.
3.
The decision to implement DBMS may be favorably impacted
by existing and proposed regulati
The use of DBMS offers organizations a flexible alternative to respond to changing as well as nev:
regulations.
In the absence of DBMS, new requirements may have a
costly impact by forcing systems conversion and/or the development of
systems enhaAcements which were not originally addressed as an integral
part of the system design. Carrying that idea even further, some regulations may prove to be prohibitively costly to implement without the
use of DBMS technology.
4.
The possible regulatory requirement which could unnecessarily
over-burden an information system is the need to notify all previous
recipients of data on a given subject o' subseqqent changes (additionsy
deletions, modifications) to the record.
The problem may beompounded
if the primary custodians of the data have eissminated it to secondary
and tertiary users. Notification of previous recipients shodld be
required only if they are sivifically named in writing by the data
sub,*t. This would alleviate the burden by rE4Airing notificatim
a subject
concerned.
of only tnose users about whom t e

Egt
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5.
With respect to organization structure, those organizations
whose prevailing management philosophy encourages centralization of
control will probably be more amenable to adopting the DBMS approach.
Organizations which emphasize decentralization of accountability should
/approach the DBMS decision with an awareness of the possible broader
implications on its approach to management.

'

6.
Within DBMS is a software function, known as the data base
manager, which serves as the natural point to control as well as maintains surveillance of access to multiple fi'es,data elements, programs
and terminals. Manual systems are not capable of handling system resources nearly as efficiently.
7.
The inherent flexibility and responsiveness of the DBMS
carries with it some attendant problems including--

(a)

the need to impose more strin§ent administrative
controls en the DBMS operating environment.

(b)

the risk of data base destruction given the dependence of numerous application systems on the
single source of data.

8.
If corporations are eventually included as "individuals"
within the scope of the Privacy Act of 1974, or if the security of nonpersonal data is regulated, there will be no additional impact on DBMS
that has not been previously discussed.
9.
Since the current Federal law requires a roster of information systems and their basic characteristics to be published in the
Federal iluister, freedom of information should not require the notiTTERT5h ot data subjects that information exists in a particular file
about them. .This approach would be so prohibitively expensive as to
destroy the ability of Government to function. Rather, systems should
be able tq respond responsibly to initiatives of possible data subjects.
Obviously, the DBMS approach would facilitate such a policy.

f

4

10.
Policy makers and law makers are cautioned that prohibiting,
or limiting, the use of a universal id6ntitier is primarily of psychological value.
It provides the illusion that without un 1.1
ersal identiflters data cannot be interrelated. The fact is that thei absence only
makes more difficult and costly the task of legitimate da a correlation
as well as increases tne cctt of complying with freedom of information
laws and policies.

In addition, thc lack of a universal identifier greatly complicates the problem of inscring the accuracy and completeness of data
(thereby increasing cost coe. increasing error levels). Laws should be
established which control the interrelationship of specific types of
data. Constructing hurdles to prevert misuse of data by making it too

7 7
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costly to correlate will not solve the problem and is counterproductive
to the efficient operation of Governmgnt and industry. In the end,
the taxpayer/consumer will have to pay this unnecessary cost.
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Introduction

The charter of this panel was to examine the evolution of technology as it affects data base management systems (DBMS). In particular, the panel members were instructed to examine the technical areas
discussed herein and to prepare recommendations on how the manager of
a computer installation should react concerning the development of
In additien, the panel exdata base systems over the next five years.
Ained the directions of technological evolution over the rext ten
years and summarized the work to be undertaken to achieve reasonable
progress.

This panel included members from the user community, academia,
CODASYL, manufacturers of computer equipment and industrial firms. This
spectrum provided a broad view of the overall directions we expect data
base management systems.to take.

* Complete addresses and affiliations are In Appendix
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Four categories of topics were discussed.

They are:

1.

USABILITY which includes data base specification, use
of programming aids, data base tuning, availability of
data bases, error recovery and data independence;

2.

DATA BASE ARCHITECTURE and distributed data base systems;

3.

NEW FUNCTIONS which include data base models, relational
inferences, natural languages and data base semantics; and

4.

MISCELLANEOUS which covers standardization and research
financing.
4t'Z'

7.2

Major Conclusions

7.2.1
Data Base Usability.
Very few facilities exist for developing
a statement of a data base design and a statement of how and when restructuring would expand DBMS use or improve performance. However,
specific areas such as the ISDOS project at the University of Michigan
will show some progress. With the current work in structured programming and design, an upsurge of effort in the design arvi will occur,
although useful products are unlikely for the next three to four years.
The panel noted a number of selective tools that collect statistics and
simulate performance for various data base systems. Though not universal tools by*any means, available technology can provide them. Users
of data base systems should require that their vendors provide better
statistical measuring tools, simulators, and benchmarking facilities
so that they can determine the performance of a data base system before
they implement a paWcular application.

In the area of data base tuning, the panel sees, within the riXt
five years, increased capability to tune manually the data base without having to rebuild it. Tuning will consist of a collection of
manually initiated operations executed entirely by the data base management system. These operations will establish new data access paths,
add fields of records, install a new access method, etc.
in this same time frame, facilities for recovering data bases from
failure and increasing their availability will improve vastly. The
panel notes that wed will cause the development of rules of thumb
to aid the data oase managers in evaluating tradeoffs for various
leiels of recovery. Automatic recovery aids that keep an application
data file consistent will also be available in this time frame. User
community pressure will cause these improvements:which will use ex-

isting technolm.
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The term "data independence" implies that application programs
are independent of certain changes to the data used and that new program functions can be added without affecting existing applications.
Languages and programs will become more data independent during the
next decade. While current systems lack physical data independence,
the next five years will bring considerable progress. Cost benefit
tradeoffs might indicate that certain types of independence are very
expensive and the user should assess these based on their merits
and on his needs.
7.2.2 Data Base Architecture. The panel expects to see new types
of data base architecture. These types will include: front end
processors more closely related to the storage hierarchy and
special
stand-alonn computing systems to do processing of relationships and
to permit on-line access to very large data bases. This type of
hardware development will parallel the type of evolution seen in the
communications area, where most of the communications functions
have been removed from the central computer and placed in a peripheral
communications computer.

,

The physical division of a logically integrated data base
over several distinct computing facilities is called a distributed
Though a technology only in its infancy, the panel exdata base.
pects to see commercially available distributed data base systems
in vendors' product lines within five years. The systems are already
becoming cost effective in certain specific applications.
7.2.3 New Functions. In the area of data models and supporting
languages, the panel notes an era of inventiveness. A number of languages and models either exist or are being proposed. Each of these
models has propments who point to advantages for their particular
model and suggest that these models are decisive. However, the panel
saw no "best model"; further, it will be hard to conclude which model
We recommend that the user select
is best within the next five years.
the model that presently best fits immediate and near future problems.
In terms of expected advantages, presently proposed new models are, at
best, evolutionary rather than revolutionary.

Data base systems will become much more intelligent. That is,
the user will describe a droblem and the DBMS will use the problem
statement and information in the data base to infer the solution
though that information was not stored specifically in the data
base. The same techniques will allow rs to have a mora natural
language approach to data base queries.
The panel expressed a concern about the
7.2.4 Miscellaneous.
effects of standards on evolving technology. Each standardization
effort should be examined on its own and a solution determined on
the merits of each proposal.
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A tremendous amount of new research is required to achieve
the goals set forth in this study. Joint .industry-research study
projects should be initiated to stimulate this work.
Data Base Usability

7.3

Introduction. Current data base management systems design
is an ad hoc process. Consider the methodology:

7.3.1

1.
Survey the users of the proposed system to determine
Ihe significant transactions to be processed, the types of reports
to be generated, and their data base needs.
2.
Utilize the survey to propose a potentially satisfactory
logical and physical data base structure.
(A .logIcal data structure
presents the user's view of the organization of his data. It most
nearly reflects his problem statement and the way the items of data
would be used to solve his problem.
The physical or storage
structure is the internal organization of the data in the computer
memory and on storage devices. The physical structure generally
differs from the lOgical organization to improve operational efficiency. The description of the overall logical and physical
storage structure is called a "chema" or "plan." Eacn user of
the data base may have his own view of the data base dictated by
his data base update, performance and security needs. The view
each user has is called a "subschema.")

lent,the system and load it witedata.

3.

Impl

4.

Use the system while gathering statistics about it.

Use these stattstics to design and implement improvements
5.
in the procedures or the data base. This often results in the restructuring of the data base.
Serious deficiencies plague all of these steps, except number 3, as
done today. We will now examine deficiencies in three areas.
Specification of Data Base Requirenents. The data base
design process lacks the ability to formally specify the problem
requirements to be handled by a data base system and by the computer
In particular, the entire process is one of
system encompassing it.
trtal and error. The meaning of the data base is embedded in the
progr,..ms and the reasons and effects of restructuring the data base
are lost in a seties of program modifications. Also, as a data base
system becomes more integrated, added interrelations often confuse
the original intent and structure.
7.-.1.1

yi
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To help overcome these difficulties a number of groups have
begun developing formal languages and graphical approaches for
specifying the problems to be solved by a data base. At least one
of these involves . structured approach in which the system is
suPplied a stylized description of the data base. The data description includes types of data to be used; storage, retrieval, and
update patterns; and type of output reports. This description
provides a data base structure definition which can then be used
in a COBOL, PL/I, etc. program.
In the long range this approach
should produce a good, and perhaps optimized, data base description
Later, a changed
and the entire set of problem solving programs.
problem statement could either attempt to use the existing structure
or alter the data structure to achieve a new optimal structure.

1

7.3.1.2 Data Base Tuning. Tuning a data base includes two concepts:
improving the performance aspects of the physical storage structure,
and applying the usage statistics to seek improvement by changing
the quantiOtive or qualitative aspects of a logical data structure.

Available tuning tools permit the data base administrator (DBA)
to affect data base performance via:
1.
Modification of the logical schema in those cases when,
for example, the data definition itself can contain language staLements to build new access paths in order to optimize performance.
Modification of the logical schema becomes very expensive if it
invalidates existing application programs.

Modification of the physical schema beneath an unchanged
2.
logical schema, such as using rings instead of pointer arrays to
represent a set. Modification of such a physical schema has little
impact on application programs.
Reorganization of the,underlying structures; such as
3.
compressing free space, bridging related records together, or rearranging records to minimize deadlocks. Again tnis should not
affect user's programs.
Despite such opportunities, data base tuning has weak support because the OBA lacks reliable guidelines for using the availMechanable tools which are often restricted to special systems.
isms used today to improve the operation of data base management
systems include:
Tailoring - Tailoring is ability to reconfigure the DBMS
1.
Such reconfiguration can involve rearranging proprogram itself.
gram overlays to group together logtAlly connected programs and to
move low use or optional data base features into separate programgroups.
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2.
Preprocessors - A program which translates a high-level
language into another high-level language in order to provide processing for specialized language features.
Preprocessors can provide
privacy locks requiring satisfaction prior to compilation or gather
statistics on the use of certain language features.
3.
Utilities - A program executed independently of the data
base management system to convert a data base from one data form to
another, to condition input for insured consistency, to sort a file,

etc.
4.
Statistical Measurements - Other forms of utilization
guidelines include facilities to estimate a data base system's space
and time requirements so that a data base administrator can estimate the type and capacity of hardware required to operate the
system and the organization of software required to use the hardware efficiently.
Performance statistics generated by the DBMS need
a presentation form usable to the DBA in order to assist him in
decisions concerning reorganization and subschema modification.

7.3.1.3
Data Base Availability and Recovery. One of the most pressing problems facing the DBA is to assure that the computer operating system and its data base will be available for problem solving.
Three levels within the computer system impact the availability and
recovery of data.

On the first level, data entering the computer must have
assured validity and fit within guidelines for permitted data values
in the data base (see Data Semantics section). Also, the data must
have "quality" so that missing data can be handled and erroneous
data can be tolerated and accounted for. The nature of a data base's
In situations of geographically disdata may require redundancy.
tributed files, a high degree of redundancy may result.
A data base
structured in one hierarchy of a computer system may not need as
great a redundancy. If the operating system should fail, redundancy
in the data bdse often permits recovering the data without excessive
effort.

The second level important to recovery and availability is in
the operation Of the data base programs. Here we provide capabilities for 14ckpointing the data base system by periodically
copying the da a base so that in case of failure we can restart and
continue. Some systems record each transaction against the data
base so that the system Lan recover up to the last entered transaction. Other systems make a "back-up" copy of the data base
periodically and, when an error occurs, restart at that back-up
point. The degree and amount of recoverabil ty depends upon the
type of problem encountered. User termination of a transacion
in mid-stream, a'disk crash, or a memory crash -- each presents needs
for different types of recovery.
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At the third level,of importance rests the need to recover from
failures :in the hardware or operating system.
The processes needed for
handling concurrent access of the data also fall here since the operating system almost always handles these.
Index and data flow coordination must occurin the DBMS programs so that if an element fails, enough
indices and information remain to resume operation with minimal effect.
7.3.1.4
Five Year Operational Outlook. The state of the art for data
base design reminds one of that for building bridges a century ago.
At that time engineers estimated the load that the bridge would bear,
tried to make sure that enough steel and structural support would be
provided to hold the load--and hoped. Not until the twentieth century
when "strength of materials" became a science could we design bridges
to withstand earthquaks, wind and water. We build.our data bases now
much like we built pur bridges one hundred years ago. We will very
slowly evolve co a better design methodology.
I.
System Development Aids. We expect that the filling in of gaps
in system development aids wir. begin in five years.
The most harmful
gaps are in documenfation areast
Vendors will experience an increasing
demand for documentation. More preprocessors and utilities will be
auilt.

2. Data Base Tuning. We can reasonably hope to see provided
in varying degrees over the next few years, an increasing capability
to tune "manually" the data base without literally re:t.i,cing it, i.e.,
a broader range of manually initiated operations'Whi6 are executed
entirely by the DBMS. ,This will te accomplished by:
(a)

Moving performance related constructs out of the
logical Schema and into the physical schema. We
must minimize thc.motivation of the DBA to "contrive" the loOcal schema only for the sake of
performance.

(b)

Making the phySical schema transparent tu the
user.

Both (a) and. (b) can be achieved entirely without stretching the state
Progress in ,the area of physical data independence (see
of the art>.
. the section entitled "Data Independence") is extremely important - the
tuning tools discussed here will not be exploited unless user programs
and user-habits can be insulated from the tool's effects. Improved
automatic staListics gath ring by DBMS will emerge, and vendors will
supply evaluation and ana ysis programs to assist the DBA in interpreting these statistics. Al I,hough.tuning itself will continue to be manually initiated, the DBA Will have better information to work with.
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3.
Data Base Recovery. At the present time, all datl base
systems have some limited facility for data base recovery.
Some of the
most elegant techniques are found 1ALthe systems provided by MULYICS.
Data base managers have an immediate-heetfor rules of thumb
to evaluate trade-offs for various levels of recovery. We expect these to be
available wipin five years. Currently available automatic recovery
wtthin the context of.an application permit some systems to "back out"
of a transaction if an error occurs. Future recovery aids will enable
the data base manager to assess the damage and inconsistency of the data

base.

4. cStpnary. The improvements discussed above will come about
because of pressure from the user community and will use existing technology. TIis panel expressed concern, however, that ex4:ting tools were
not more widely used. Wider use would substantially improve existing
data base systems.
We recommend that data base systems users demand
more from their vendors: more tools to measure data base per:ormance
and more tools to help provide backup and recovery.
These tools can
be made,available within today's technology.
7.3.1.5

Ten Year Research Needs

An Epistemic Assessment. Although data base
1.
Usability:
.useability constitutes a vitally important area for the future of data
base design, it presents problems so complex that they are even hard
Very little data exists on the definition and use of c*rent
to state.
We don't know how data bases are being defined.
data base systems.
We don't know the average depth
We don't know how they lye being used.
of trees or length of chains or queries per minute or updates per month.
We don't know the types of reports being preppred and we don't know the
growth rate.Of data base systems.

To develop an operational requirements language requires knowledge
of the items described above. This data will be a long time in coming
because,much of it is peculiar to specific data base systems. However,
Abdo expect this type of information to be available within the next
five years. The 1,ng term research need is to collect this data and
reddce it into a .orm so that language, data base, and system designers
can use it to develop the requirements language of the future.
Similarly, the development of better recovery aids needs knowledge
about how we do it today. Most availeble recovr y aids perform a blanWe need a finely tuned recovery mechanism to handle
ket recovery.
special case situations without affecting continued operations of other
operating system users.
The panel anticipates intensive investigation into the gradual replacement of manual techniques. The cornerstone of this trend again
is the "user profile" which is (at least) a detailed model of the types
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and frequencies of actual or expected transactions against the data
base. Once we have linked the DBMS itself to the user profile, new
automae: tuning features will appear in approximately the following
order:
(a)

Automatic update of the useOprofile in response
to actual job load, i.e., as a byproduct of
statistics gathering.
:

(b)

Automatic monitoring of performance - the systal
itself will detect when a data base reorgani,'
zation or internal schema modification will improve performance and alert the DBA.

(c)

Automatic analysis of the appropriate remedy the DBMS will not only determine the action required, but also suggest specific remediaPsteps.

(01

Dynamic Tuning - armed with all this perception and
analytic power, the DBMS will actually modify the
storage structure in "background" mode in those
cases amenable to a remedy carried out piecemeal
during periods of relative quiet, e.g., (1) the
DBMS will physically delete, when available time
permits, a record that was earlier only 'marked
"deleted" and (2) for a set occurrence which
appears to experience a great number of owner
accesses from members, the DBMS adds a link to
owner.

7.3.2 Data Independence. A much-osed term in the data base field,
"data independence," roughly implies that application programs are unaffected by certain changes to the data they use or by the use of the
data by new application programs. la this section we will more fully
discuss this term, indicate the importance of data independence to' decision makers in the EDP field, and give limited opinions about the
future of data independence in data base systems.

Users of the concept of data independence often intend both 4:-The panel first
physical and logical aspects of data base systems.
separated data independence into these two areas.
Physical data independence means that application programs remain
unaffected (except for performance) by changes made to the physical
storage structure. Examples of this low level data independence are
acemqpt of disk packs on devices, (2)
the abtlity to change (1) the
the placement of data on disk packs
(3) the blocking factor of the data
he data set, (5) the set of indexes
sets, (4) the method used to acce

1

4.
\

used to access the data, and (6) the types and implementations of
pointer chains used to represent associations among data items. Current
technology already provides a rich range of capabilities to store data
with considerable physical data independence.
The other type, logical data independence, has two important aspects:
(1) the ability of a DBMS to support different viewpoints of the same
data base schema(subschemas), and (2) the ability of the DBMS to allow
modifications to the schema without impacting existing applications.
Present Technology. Most current technology systems provide
the DBA with the ability to define certain schemes of the data base
which are not diregt maps of the stored representation. For example,
in IMS the DBA can deftne logical data bases,in terms of the physical
stored data bases by either prunAng physical data bases or by interrelating several physical data bases.
In DBTG-like systems the subschemas
are a subset of the schema and serve a similar interrelation function.
However, a subschema may make selected associations between records or
segments either visible or invisible to different applications programs.
In addition to controlling the associations in a schema, systems allow
the DBA to subset the records (by field and even by field value) which
may appear in a subschema.
7.3.2.1

,

1

The ability of a DBMS to support schemas substantially different
from the stored representation provides a real measure of the value of
the system, for this ability can strongly agect the maintainability
of application programs and the ability to tune the system as performance requirements become known or change. A simple example may help
to clarify this important issue.
Consider an application which must update the master inventory data
base depending on a daily transaction data base; i.e., change the Inventory quantity at the end of the day to reflect shipments and receipts.
A natural approach would assume that both the master and transaction
files are sorted by item number. Imagine, however, in our example that
the schema view of the transaction file reveals a chronological order.
Then the application program must have logic to search repeatedly the
entire transaction file looking for all applicable transactions to update a specific item. The program logic becomes complex because of the
If, later,
file ordering and this complexity affects maintainability.
efficient performance became important, the obvious tuning (maintaining
the transaction file physically sorted by item number) would not increase the overall performance without a change in the program logic.
The requirement to support a variety of schemas is independent of
the particular data model used.
For each data moderthe DB Administrator
should know whether the system will supportmultiple schemas; i.e., in
a network model system what class of subschemas can be defined?
.

Am%
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The other important aspect of logfcal data independence is the ability of the DBMS to allow schema modification without impacting existing
application programs. Current applications should continue to run even
though we changed the length or type of a data item, added new fields
to records, added new associations (sets) between records, or added new
record types altogether.
Except in a completely interpretative system, these kinds of changes
may require recompilation of the program or respecification of the
mapping of the stored data representation.
Again, we should stress the importance of a DBMS's ability to accommodate these kinds of changes, especially in terms of program maintenance costs.
7.3.2.2 Five Year Operational Outlook. The Evolving Technology group
expects the various aspects of data independence described will develop
in an evolutionary manner during the next decade. While current systems
do not have physical data independence which is completely separate
from implications on the supportable logical views, the group feels that
this area will progress considerably in the next five years.
DBMS packages, now available, exhibit a very high degree of physical data independence and these will continue to be developing in the five year
period.
In general, however, cost benefit tradeoffs might mAke certain
types of independence very expensive.

The more difficult support of logical data independence will develop
gradually in degrees over a 101year period.
7.4

Data Base Architecture and Distributed Data Bases

Introduction. The problem of architecture for a data base system
resembles that of a building. Given the bricks, glass, carpeting and
utility services, the architect designs a building to be functional,
economical and meet the users needs. Similarly, we are faced with the
problems of organizing the hardware, software and storage of the computer system so that it can economically save, retrieve and manipulate
the data base to satisfy user needs. Many variables influence data base
system architecture:
the size of the data base, amount of available
storage, the degree of interconnection or integration in the data base,
the speed at which functions are to be performed on the data base, the
geographic distribution of the data and the relative frequency of the
functions being performed.
The most typical objective of considering
new or modified architectures is the improvement of cost/performance
ratios, although less tangible enhancements, such as data base privacy/
integrity, may motivate the architectural design as well.
7.4.1

Influencing the architecture is the degree of data independence
(see data independence section), the type of model used to represent
the relations of the data (see section on data models and languages),
the hardware organization and the degree of distribution of the data
base. 1Vs section will deal with the latter two issues.
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Hardware Organization. Architectural improvements will take
place in response to increasing demand for lower costs and increased
throughput, capacity and reliability. Hardware improvements will permit
existing DBMS to p9rform better with relatively minor changes, e.g.,
accepting a higher speed disk. The end user and the 03A will be insulated from these changes.
7.4.2.

ixampTes of these improvements include:
A. Advances in storage technology, e.g.:
o
large, low cost/bit random access or block
oriented memories (e.g., photodigital or
optical stores)
o
memories with bit costs similar to disk but
exhibiting much faster access times (e.g.,
bubble or electron beam)
o
extremely dense, fairly low cost disk units
B.

Transparent storage hierarchy managers, e.g.,
IBM 3850, CDC 38500.

C.

Transparent improvements in processor technology.
Higher speeds, greater reliability and lower cost
of central processors will have desirable effects
on existing DBMS performance, but not as dramatically
as that derived from storage improvements.

Adaptive DBMS improvements will also emerge which manipulate stored
data in novel ways to exploit fully architectural improvements. The
data manipulation language need not be modified to exploit this, so end
users are not affected, but the DBA may be confronted with a new set
of tradeoffs and tuning tools.
Five Year Operational Outlook. New DBMS will probably he
developed within the next five years to exploit the use of dedicated
data base processors. An example of this is a "backend processor" which
is connected to the conventional host or mainframe computer. The data
management function is distributed between the mainframe, which handles
the user interface, and the backend, which manages the storage interface. The main benefits will be (1) reduced inefficiency, penetrability, and vulnerability of the general purpose hardware, operating system
and file management system of the host, (2) unburdening of central memory, CPU and channels of hosts in heavily data base oriented shops, and
(3) effective sharing of data by multiple loosely coupled hosts, including dissimilar hosts.
7.4.2.1.

We also expect to see "intelligent" storage hierarchy controllers
which work in concert with the DBMS to permit more effective data
staging (smaller segments staged with greater predictive accuracy) together with exploitation of data redundancy at various levels of the

hierarchy to enhance integrity7recoverability of data. This is an
avenue toward p
tical implementation of very large data bases comprising billions of characters.
Also available will be parallel controllers in which a high level
operation such as search and mark is executed on several disks simultanthe total search time. This presents a very clear
eously to reduce
cost/performance tradeoff which would ideally be tunable between the
extremes of one processor per disk and one processor per track. The
need for indexing structures would be reduced correspondingly, and in
the extreme case a simple query could be answered in the time it takes
for two revolutions. From another point of view, partial searches performed simultaneously on multiple disks may be an alternative strategy
for accessing very large data bases. Such a strategy is relatively
expensive but provides faster response characteristics.
This technology
may not be cost-effective for several years.
7.4.2.2. Ten Year Research Needs.
Since data base processors are for
dedicated purposes, we would expect in the long run to see research
aimed at increasing use of special instruction sets and machine architectures specifically geared to the data base management functions such
as searching, sorting, and set intersection.

Distributed Data Bases. The physical distribution of a logically integrated data base over severaldistinct,computing facilities
(nodes which are interconnected by some communications facility (link))
is called a distributed data base.
Igegical integration means that each
node has access to the entire data-b-ase depending upon DBA imposed restrictions.
Ideally, the physical distribution of the data base is
transparent to the user. For the purpose of this discussion, the computing facilities consist of processing units with main store, associaThe nodes may
ted secondary storage, and communication capabilities.
have similar or dissimilar computing facilities.
7.4.3.

At each node the software complement consists minimally of
an operating system, a data base management system, and communication
management. With the exception of the latter, the software components
may also be similar or dissimilar.
The distributed data base is realized when the resource sharing
Consequently, the
concepts are combined with data base technologies.
technology facing distributed data bases encompasses not only those
issues relevant to both the resource sharing (computer network) and
data base areas, but also those issues which result due to the integration of the two areas. Distributed data base issues wi3l be discussed in terms of these categories.
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7.4.3.1. Resource Sharing Issues. The resource sharing area encompasses a myriad of operational issues which directly affect the operation
of distributed data bases. The configuration and homogeniety of the
system determine to a large degree, the technology required.
Homogeneous
systems will naturally require less effort to integrate than heterogeneous systems. The latter require interfaces between hardware configur-,
atilAs, data formats, operating systems and data base management
systems. The resource sharing system, with its communication subsystem,
must also be examined with respect to its ability to handle large volumes of data while at the same time preserving security and privacy.

In addition to technological issues, issues relating tojthe effi
dentmanagement and usage of the system are also involved. One such
issue is the distribution of resource and data to optimize the effi
ciency ofthe resource sharing system. These resources would include
application programs, data base programs, and structured data bases.
The transparency of the system to the user, an issue concerning ease
of usage, is also important because it may ultimately set an upper limit
on the level of transparency which may be achieved within a distributed
data base system.
7.4.3.2. Data Base Issues.
The basic issues today in the distribution
of data bases are similar to those which have faced DBMS researchers
for the past ten years.
Issues concerning centralized versus decentralized data, level of redundancy (multiple copies), privacy, integrity
and security existed long before the advent of distributed data base
technology. These issues are, however, further complicated by the
autonomous and independent nature of the system. For example, issues
such as update, deadlock, reliability, and backup increase considerably
in complexity when problems involving multiple copY data files and nonfunctioning host computers are introduced. Such problems must obviously
be taken into account.
7.4.3.3. Integration Issues. Integration issues are the problems which
arise when two or more DBMS's and data files are integrated into a distributed system. ,Among homogeneous data base systems, the level of
effort required it small in relation to heterogeneous systems. The
basic issue appears to be the development of a control structure. However, the integration of different DBMS's involving different data
models, data definition languages, data manipulation languages, and data
formats will require a large effort in DBMS translation technologies.
Schemes for global control of the system (to achieve transparency,
provide translations, record statistics, maintain integrity, etc.) and
global addressing techniques (mastr directories, schemas) are also important issues to be resolved.

The rationale for distributed data bases is the decentralization
of the data processing function while sharing data. (The equipment and
operating costs for, distributed data bases approach those for centralized systems having large configurations of distributed terminals.)
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Most distributed systems today are highly customized with much expensive
special sbftware.
Some customized distributed data base systems currently exist in a prototype form. Examples of commercial applications under
development are in the banking,discrete, and continuous process control
areas.
To our knowledge no distributed data base systems are comercially'available today.
7.4.3.4. Five Year Operational Outlook.
A trend is already developing
toward the implementation of DBMS on small computing systems such as
IDMS on the POP11/45. As a natural outgrowth of this, one can expect
to see in the next five years commercially available distributed data
base systems within a vendor's product line.
These systems are expected
to utilize homogeneous data base management systems.
7.4.3.5.
Ten Year Research Needs. The goal of data sharing in a multicomputer network intensifies existing problems in data management and
introduces a new class of problems. The existing approaches tL. the
single data management system, issues of privacy, integrity, concurrent
access, etc., are challenged by the distributed nature of the system.
Several areas require additional .research prior to long term use of
,distributed systems. Further integration of nodes within resource
sharing systems is required in order to provide a foundation for distributed data base systems. This area would involve the transferability
of data, transparency of processes from dissimilar nodes, and the dis-

tribution of resourcesjdata and software) to optimize system performance.
Synchronization of multiple copies of distributed data must also
be investigated.
Problems with update,lbackup,'and concurrent access
increase in complexity due to the distributed environment. Finally,
the capability of the resource sharing and distributing systems to
store data and execute programs at any node will depend ort the development of DBMS translation technologies, particularly, data query and
These technologies must be developed in order to
model translation.
achieve the integration of DBMS's, which is an initial goal of, distributed data sharing systems.
7.5.

New Functions

Numerous new developments are occurring in data base technology.
Data models, knowledge representation, natural language query systems
and others are vital issues. This sectiin summarizes the panel's observations on these developments.
Data Models and Languages. The area of data models and supporting languages is in an era of inventiveness with a number of languages
and models either in existence or being proposed.
Each of these models
has its proponents who are able to point out advantages for their
7.5.1.

particular model and suggest that these advantages are ,...secisive.

How-

ever, at present, there is no consensus as to which model is best, nor,
considering the complexity of the technical issue and human factors, is
there likely to be conclusive support for any one approach within the
next five years.
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.

a base model question, consider the.analogous
development of automobiles. At the earliest stage there were major
technical differences between the competitors. Some had three wheels,
some had four; some had steam engines, some had internal Combustion
engines. Each technology had its proponents who emphasized their technology's advantages and suggested that their technology was best.- However, it was"not honestly possible to say whether there was a best
technology, beaUse some had not reached stable positions on their
learning curves. In this situation, customers personal backgrounds-and understandings had great influence on their selection pf a particular technology and many technologies were selected and u ed.
It took
decades to test out the characteristics of the various t4chnologies and
select those which would predominate for various.functio s.
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Research has begun to compare.the models in as objective al way as
possible with regard to machine efficiency and ease of human ujOe (this
latter category includes human factors, studies of both the mqdel itself

7.5.1.1. Five Year Operational Outlook. No data%61 will magicafly
solve all the manager's data base problems. Fortunaply for those users
whose problems naturally fit into networks or.bierarchies, relativel4L_
stable and satisfactory system implementations exist which they can
immediately use. On the other hand, the characteristics of more recent
models are neither fully developed nor completely understood. At the
present time, prototype systems of these more recent models are found
to be inefficient with respect to machine utilization, and response
The
time, but present work will certainly tnprove the efficiency.
differences in efficiency of the fully developed models are likely_to._
be differences in degree rather-than differences in kind. In this case,
specific user preferences, backgrounds and specific problems are likely
to continue to be a major determinant in which system is bipt for which
user.

The field pf data base models and languages is in a similar situation today. There exist at least five models with different, sometimes
overlapping characteristics:
network models, hierarchical models, relational models, binary association models, and set-theoretic models.
Although the proponents might not agree, we believe that each model is
capable of supporting a corporation's data base system. That is, there
seem to be no inherent absolute limitations in what the models can
-describe.
In this sense, they are equivalent. On the other hand, there
r-are much more difficult questions of relative efficiency of each model
both with regard to machine efficiency and ease of customer use. There
is not yet enough evidence to support the superiority of any partieuTer
model. In fact, the user's ease of problem specification using a
particular model may.now and forever be the most important cohsideration. Some users will find their problems to be most easily solved_in
terms of networks, others in terms of hierarchies, others in terms of
relations, etc.

NatTo understand thb-

,

1-

and the languages which the customer must use to process the model).
This research may either show that one model represents the most desirable tradeoff of features or it may conceivably indicate that the specific use to which the system is being put will always be the most
importaht
factor in selecting the model.
We expect that it will take
1
about five years to gain enough experience with relational systems to
determine whether they are to some degree more useful than previous
technologies.

.

If any of the new models demonstrates after 5 - 8 years that it
actually offers a significant degree of improvement then manufacturers
will provide bridges to the model and, in fact, may build it as a compatible extension of their existing system.

.

In this case, the user should select the model that presently best
In terms of
fits the background and problem for the near term future.
expected advantages, present proposed new models are at best evolutionary, rather than revolutionary.
7.5.1.2.
Ten Year Research Needs.
Intensive effort is needed during
the next five to ten years to resolve the data model issue. A number
of mbdels are now being examined on a limited scale. This research has
an important need for information on industries' use of data bases in
both batch and interactive modes to help decide which Models might be
successful and which ones overshoot or undershoot the required mark,
The panel suggests increasing the limited effort in this area."
7.5:2.

Data Base Semantics

7.5.2.1. Introduction. Users of data base management systems often
assign meaning to data which the physical representation does not convey.
This meaning or "semantics"specifies the intent of the users,
eliminates meaningless operations on the data, or enables the system
to make inferences based on the data. There are many ways of dealing
with semantics involving different points of view. All approaches are
still at the research and prototype level.

I

One approach attempts to expand the Data Definition Language (DDL)
so that additional constraints can be put on some data operations and
on some data relationships. In this war, the user can specify requirements, or intended use of the data. These requirements control the
operations and the evolution of the data base. For example, if the user
knows that "last name, first name, address" identifies people uniquely
he may want to enforce this restriction on his data base. This situation is quite independent from the use ora particular key in building
an access path. koser may request that "last name, first name,
address" uniquely identify a person, while at the, same time asking fo
the construction of an index using only "last name." Much work is d ne
constraints,
in the syntactic specification of essentially
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(Boyce and Chamberlin 1973, Tsichritzis 1975). An interesting idea,
for example, is the specification of units for data.
In this way
$10,000 can be distinguished from 10,000 miles. Such work ysually
follows the traditional approach in programming languages: Oving more
meaning to data types hy declaring their properties and constraining
their operations.
For instance, in most languages one cannot ikultiply
numbers and character strings, or append a matrix to a bit string. In
the same way a data base system should distinguish the properties of
money, for example, and give constraints about the operations on money
according to sound accounting practices.

Another approach attempts to capture semantic information in data
models.
An effort is being made to define a framework in which a user
can specify the information requirements of his application, e.g., the
infological approach (Sundgren, 1975). In addition, formal models can
be used to describe the meaning of data, and to analyze the meaning of
queries, e.g., semantic network0Roussoupoulos and Mylopoulos, 1975),
the DIAM II model (Senkot 1975). Techniques for the description and
manipulation of knowledge in these models are currently being investigated.
In addition, research on the semantic properties of other existing data models is progressing, e.g., semantics of the relational model
(Schmid and Swenson, 1975).
7.5.2.2. Five Year Operational Outlook.
The trend towards higher level
data base language will continue. Commercial DBMS's will provide some
semantic capabilit'es in the form of statement of constraintsiand
requirements on th giata. This development may be associated,with some
increased operatio al cost for the application of these semantiV
requirements on t1), data base.
In addltion, users should make an effort
to understand thejmeaning of their operations. A data dictionary is the
first step in defining precisely the names of the data items.
The
specification of additional semantic information will require the
thorough understanding of the relationships of data and the meaning of
different operations: The system will only provide the tools to
describe and use serlantic information. The users will have to capture
exactly the meaning and purpose of their applications in order to use
the tools properly.
7.5.2.3. Ten Year Research Needs.
The research approaches discussed
will evolve and they will eventually relate to each other. Systems with
increased semantic knowledge of the'- environment will become realistic.
Hopefully, we will have:
(1)
Easy to understand and powerful model(s) to describe semantic
information.
(2)
A complete set of DDL facilities to capture the semantic
information described in a model.
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(3)

A good way of mapping the models to schemas using DDL

facilities.
(4)
A system which can use semantic information-encoded in the
schema properly and without excessive overhead.
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The
Relational Inferences in Data Base Management Systems.
idea of inferences in data base management systems deals with the development of explicit data from implicit data, the making use of data base
semantics. An example of an inference is the derivation that a particular individual is a GRANDFATHER of an individual given only the FATHER
relation and a general rule that "the father of the father-or the father
of the mother is the grandfather." Most systems have some inferential
capability.
Such a capability is generally achieved by either contigyity or by data structure. An example of contiguity is where one has
a record with an individual and offsprings. To find the sibling of an
individual, one finds the pai-ent's record, and the set of individuals
in contiguous positions in the offspring portion of the record are the
siblings. An example of an inference through data structure is one ir
which there is a link from.an individual's record to the parent record.
As in contiguity, one finds the parent record, but then finds the link
in the parent's record to find the grandparent of the individual.
7.5.3.

Some research systems have more sophisticated inference capabilities. Two instances of these are LUNAR being developed by Woods and
Minker's MRPPS. These systems generally have three approaches to
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inferences:
(1) Built-in inference procedures which permit a small
number of general rules of inference to be used, (2) Inferences using
the predicate calculus and theorem proving techniques which can handle
an unlimited number of general rOles, and (3) Inference procedures
generated through a,procedural language.

T. achieve a general inference capability as just described, current
generation DBMS's will require a general problem solving capability.
Current DBMS's Cannot be considered to havr a general inference capability.

7.5.3.1. Five Year Operational.Outlook.
Work on -inference development
will be performed primarily at universities and in some research
centers. To make such vstems practical, the following will haVe to
be developed:
A.

Heuristic techniques that guide the search.

B.
Use of real world knowledge in the form of semantic information
will have to be used to control the search. The manner in whia-bn,
uses and represents semantic information-must be established.

C.
user.

An effective system will require interactive response with the
4

D.
The amount of syntactic vs. semantic information needed to
control the search must be determined.
E.
The effectiveness of the techniques for large scale vs. small
systems must be established.

From what is now known, we can attain-important insights in the next
five years. However, we will not resolve all problems by that time.
7.5.3.2. Ten Year Research Needs.
In a ten-year period we may see
relational systems having an advanced inference capability. The MA
will have to determine the degree to which data should be explicit or
implicit. Once determined he will be able to specify:the general rules
and other information required to make data in implicit forth explicit.
With such a tool developed, the user will not need to specify how to
develop a new relational form described as some combination of given
relations.
If the general rules are already in the system, he need only

supply the name of the new relation and the Vstem will develop it
automatically.
During the next ten years, this technology will nave only a slight
impact upon business and management.
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7.5.4.

,

Natural Language Query Systems

7.5.4.1. Introduclion. Although work in natural language analysis
has matured over the years, the efforts are not yet adequate to handle
unrestricted natural language. There appears to be little likelihood
that a system will be developed to handle unrestricted natural language
regardless of the amount of time and energy expended upon the effort.
However, one need not have full natural language to have an adequate,
query system. Most queries specified by users are simple in nature
since it is difficult'to conceptualize complex statements. Thus, many
of the problems that arise in natural language'analysis may be avoided.

Current query languages use English words in simple forms which
The range of work in natural
appear to be English-like in nature.
language varies from standard sentence template forms through the Chomsky
language hierarchy (deterministic, contextrfree, context-sensitive, and
unrestricted), to transformational language, case grammars, frames and
procedural lpnguages. The more complex the approach.the closer one
approaches 'natural language," and the more processing required.
It is currently unclear whether or not it is eVen desirable to
provide a near natural language capability for a DBMS. Highly stylized
languages based on simple models of natural language may he all that
is required.
Systems which provide a dialogue capability for the user
have been developed and used in military applications. They have not
been overwhelmingly successful.
7.5.4.2. Five Year Operational Outlook. Studies are needed to determine the utility of natural-like.language to highly structured languages
for DBMS.

The work by Woods on LUNAR has shown that within a particular domain
we can develop a relatively sophisticated natural-like language
approach.
Progress going beyond what Moods has achieved will be very
difficult and of questionable utility.t
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----,--41e...should experiment with an interactive natural-like language ap-

proach employing a dialogue between the user and the system and establish the problems associated with this approach.
Such experimentation
would have great utility if performed on a large scale data base.
We should also expertment with the use of semantic information based
upon the domain of applicapon and provided by semantic networks. This
work vibuld establish the #ase in which one can go from one domain of
application to another, and the effect of changing domains on the complexity of the data base querYianguage. The manner in which a query
language is integrated as part of a general data base language should
also be established.
7.5.4.3.
Ten Year Research Needs. During the second five year period,
a more natural-like query and data base language capability should
exist.
Management can expect to be able to use a more natural manner
'of addressing queries and commands for Data Base Management Systems.
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7.6.

Miscellaneous

7.6.1.

The Effect of Standards Upon Evolving Technology. The Panel
discussed the effect of standards upon data base technology. The difficult question of "when" to standardize was addressed in some detail
by the Standardization working panel of this workshop..

Premature standardization will certainly impede the evolution of
a technology and more seriously could prevent users from keeping pace
with progress. On the other hand, from standards we find the foundation
Although this topic
from which to launch the next stage of evolution.
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was seriously discussed the Panel did not reach any conclusions in this
area. Each proposed standard must be considered in its very detailed
specifications before any position can be taken on its merits in terms
of what it will accomplish and cost. We must ascertain that any standardization ,that occurs will not adversely affect evolution to ne. data
base models, to more powerful data manipulation languages and mo e
flexible use of data base systems.
7.6.2.
Research and Financing. Research in data base technology has
a very high cost. More than other research, it involves both (1)
detailed exploration of how to model and measure data base systems and,
(2) experimental analysis and verification of the results. The panel
classified research appropriate for a doctoral candidatc as that which
can be accomplished within two or three years and has a definite success
product and measure of creation or inventiveness. Much of the existing
work needed inildata base system development involves measuring existing
DBMS systems, developing models of existing systems and seeing how they
differ and compare with proposed theoretical models. Such work either
fails the time requirement or the approOriateness for PhD work. Though
this type of work needs to be promoted, we do not see ways in which it
can be done.

We also note the nationwide decrease in the total amount of research
in computer science with the demise of the research activity in several
of the major computer manufacturers. The amount of research going on
is not as great as could be because of the smaller number of PhD students which are being graduated each year by Computer Science Departments.
The panel recognizes the need for more research in many of the areas
described above. As one of the panel members put it, "industry is our
laboratory." Computer science research groups need information on existing data bases and, in fact, need experimental data bases which can
be analyzed.
They need dialogue with users to learn the present and
projected uses of data base management systems and they need more expertise within their own ranks from people who have used systems and
can reflect on results of such uses.
The panel proposes that an intensive effort be made to encourage cooperative data base research between research groups and industrial
users which have data base systems that can be modeled and measured.
Research groups can use non-sensitive data base systems as laboratories
for experimenting with new types of data base systems. Industry, on
the other hand, must realize that laboratory successes require verification in vivo and that in the end their data base systems will perform
much better if they participate in joint research activity.
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8.

8.1

Background

Introduction

The reader will have a greater apprIciation of the.reports in these
proceedings if he understands the background activities that lead to the
workshop.
Richard Canning and Jack Minker, acting as liaison betweeg NBS and
ACM, brought the idea of a workshop on data base systems to Seymour
Jeffery at NBSt The topic of data base technology fitted well into the
series of joint NBS/ACM workshops on major tomputer issues inaugurated
in 1972 by Dr. Ruth Davis, Director of the Institute for Computer
Sciences and Technology, and Walter Carlson, then President of the ACM.
After some discussion of the purpose and structure of the workshop, NBS
and ACM established a planning group to develop the workshop format,
set a time-table, and the working panel subjects. Richard Canning
agreed to chair themorkshop. The planning group selected the panel
chairmen, who also became members of the planning group.

The enlarged planning group determined the subject matter to be
covered by each panel and developed a set of questions for the working
panels. Once the questions were set, each panel chairman selected the
members of his panel. The questions were distributed to the panel
members and they were asked to prepare answers for circulation to the
other panel members prior to the workshop.
On October 29, 1975, the workshop began two and a half days of
intensive effort. The approximately 80 participants met in a.plenary
session to hear the keynote speaker, Daniel Magraw. By mid7morning the
workshop had received its instructions to develop the information needed
by a manager considering the use of data base technology. From that
point until the closing plenary session, each working panel iet separately to collect, discuss, analyze, and compile the information seen
here.
.,
During its,closi g session, the workshop participants heard each
of the working panel hairmen present his panel's report. Each panel
report was followed by a question period. After all the.reports had
been discussed, the workshop turned to a general discussion of "what
next?"
8.2

Organization of the working panels

Though each working panel approached its task in aislightly different style, common to all were the responsibilitiesV the panel
chairman and the recorder. The Chairman guided and paced the discussion and ultimately had the task to prepare the panel's report.

/
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The recorder was a member of his paneNlected to maintain the panel's
minutes. TO'recorder kept notes on a flipchart pad so that all could
see how the'minutes were recorded. Each completed page was displayed
during the ensuing discussions to help focus the points being 'made.
Periodically, the displayed pages were colldcted, typed, duplicated and
distributed to panel members. Thus, by close of the workshop, each
member had a complete set of mutually agreed upon.notes.
From these
notes, the chairman prepared the panel report. Time prevented the
circulation of the panel report at the workshop but the reports were
edited, polished and (in some cases) circulated, to the panel members
several weeks after the workshop but prior to submission to the proceedings editor.
The working panel reports were compiled with other information
from the workshop to make the proceedings more useful and readable.
The primary rea4ing audience, of course, is managers facing a decision
about data base systems. The secondary audience is the several technical disciplines that assist and support managers.
8.3

Conclusion

The five vantage points (auditine, government regulation, evolving
technology, standards, and user experience) used to survey data base
systems contribute to broadening each of these five viewpoints. By
reminding ourselves of the manager c4cing data base decisions and the
importance of his needs, the proceedihgs may foster better understanding between the users and pro9tders of data base technology. As
a concrete record, these proceedin0 provide a foundation for future
efforts.
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ISO

INTERNATIONAL ORGANIZATION FOR STANDARDIZATION

ISO/TC 97/SC 5

NOVEMBER 1967

CRITERIA TO BE APPLIED IN THE STANDARDIZATION
OF A PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE

INTRODUCTION

The purpose of this document is to present.criteria to be applied
in the standardization of programming ilanguages.
There are two types of occasion when criteria should apply:
(a)

First when a language is considered as a candidate for
standardization*, see item 1;

(b)

Second when a document or documents describing a language are
considered as draft proposals, see items 2 f4 4.

The criteria for a candidate pertain to the attributes of a language such as its need, utility and general acceptance. The criteria
for the documentation pertain to its style and content.
It is recognized that the standardization process must be evolutionary and must encourage and not impede developments in computer
applications and languages. Therefore, these criteria are designed to
facilitate the standardization of currently used programming lanquaqes,
to provide for the further development of existing languages, and to
encourage the consideration of emerging languages.
It is further recognized that the field of language specification
has, as yet, not produced a universally acceptable methodology.
This
is an urgent necessity.
It is expected that further work in this area
will be forthcoming.
In the meantime, the criteria herein presented
emphasize the use of any existing methodologies which will serve the
purpose of generating an acceptable standard.

*A candidate language for standardization is a language for which;the
Committee, currently known as ISO/TC 97/SC 5, has agreed to proc4ss
an ISO Recommendation.
1
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The design and implementation of programming languages is a complex and relatively new art, and there is, as yet, little experience
in bringing programming languages within the scope of standardization
activities. Thus, while the present list of criteria is complete in
the current state of the art, developments in the techniques of language
specification will require a continuing revaluation of the criteria
themselves.
I

1

- BASIC CRITERIk

Before a language is considered as a candidate for standardization,
acceptabl\e bodies should be identified who will be responsible for:
(a)
(b)
(c.)

ubmission of the proposal,
nodifications in the light of 4S0 requests,
laintenance.

2 - CRITERIA FOR SUITABILITY OF PROGRAMMING LANGUAGE STANDARDIZATION

The following requirements must be met for a langua*to be

\

accepted as a standard:
(a)
(b)
(c)

(d)

A substantial number of prospective users of the \
standard language must exist in the area of application.
The language must accommodate a substantial portion of
the problems confronting the intended users.
The language should be compatible with those standards,
recommendations and accepted practices which are considered applicable. Deviations and discrepancies must
,
be justified.
The language must be such that a processor for the
language can be implemented with hardware and software facilities generally available to the intended
users.

3 - CRITERIA FOR DRAFTING AN ISO RECOMMENDATION
In drafting an ISO Recommendation the following criteria apply:
(a)

(b)

A Draft Proposal should, and a Draft Recommendation
must, be prepared in the format and in the style
required by the Guide for the Presentation of.ISO
Recommendations%
Devic4 such as a Table of Contents
and an Index are recommended where they will facilitate
the use of the document.
The definition of the ladguage must be clear, precise
and self-consistent.
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(c)

(d)

The rigorous use, where appropriate,,of well-defined
metalanguages, diagrams, etc., is preferred, but conIn some
cise natural language may be acceptable.
cases processing algorithms may be required for adequate definition. Any combination of techniques may
Usage of
be used to enhance clarity of definition.
these techniques must be compatible with related
ISO Standards and Recommendations in the field.
The description of the language must be such that
any program written in the language is capable of
one and only one interpretation according to the
proposal.
In that regard, elements having an interpretation which is indefinite must be identified.
Design considerations, hardware and media representations, specific criteria, justifications, and
historical information are generally preferred as
appendices rather than as part of the Recommendation.

4 - CRITERIA FO,R CONSIDERATION OF LANGUAGE MERIT

The procedures for standardization of programming languages do not
impose requirements on the intrinsic characteristics of a language and
do not stipulate the manner in which a language is recognized as being
a programming language.
Such prescriptions are not to be inferred
from this specification.
Nevertheless, it is difficult to imagine that evaluation for standardization would occur without some consideration of intrinsic features.
While this document does not-prescribe criteria for such characteristics, nor weights to be attached, nor points of application, it is
clear that criteria such as the following apply it least informally.
(a)
(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

It should not be needlessly difficult for the intended
user to learn the language.
It should be natural to write programs in the language
which are easily understandable to the intended users
of the language.
The language should have no arbitrary limitations or
exceptions in its rules.
Since this objective may
be compromised by other requirements, any limitations
should be clearly justified'with respect to such requirements, e.g., learning ease, processing efficiency,
available capacity.
The language should provide the intended user with
appropriate access to facilities for effective communication with the environment.
It is desirable that the language should lend itself
to the construction of programs which may be subdiiided"
and the resultfng pieces separately Written and tested.
There may be standard subsets, but winecessary proliferation is to be avoided.
110
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The following paper was submitted to the participants of the
Workshop and provides a good overview of the material available in
the area of data base management systemo.

The paper's introductory

material and annotations guide the reader through a burgeoning
thicket of articlei

addressing this increasingly important subject.

We are indebted to Drs. Chester AL Smith, Jr. and Barry R. Munson for
permitting us to reproduce it in its entirety as an Appendix.
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ABSTRACT

The purpose of this paper is to provide a
basis

for

study of data base management

t

Whlle

systems.

presenting

somewhat

of

an

overview, it is not intended that the overview
be comprehensive in itself.
serve

.pas

skeleton

a

compEehensivt

study

by

Rather, it is
for

further

a

reader.

the

to

.

*The
,

extensive

.

bibliography,

annotated within

the

which

text,

helpful in this regard.
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is

should

partially
be

most

INTRODUCTION

of

study

The

encompasses

data

management_ systems

base

(DBMS)

field of inquiry.which is nearly as large aS

a

te%

.

computer science

Highly

itself.

information

retrieval,

techniques,

management

operating

relevant

areas

inctrude

systemsf.list processing

information

realtime

systems,

systems,

management of 'data processing, file organizations,

hardware

design,

searching,

sorting,

integrity,

and

security.

Much of the current literatre on DBMS has been devoted
to

usersystem

operating

when

systems

requirements, and

objectives,

Since the field is in its

aPproaches.
to

interfaces,

were

(comparable

infancy

amount

programming), there has also been a large

multi

allowing

first

published

on the desirability of DBMS.

There is general agreement en the major objectives of a
DBMS:

1.

The data base should be shared (by definition).

2.

A

nigh

level

independence,

of

and

data

software

independence,

hardware independence shouldybe

accommodated.
3.

Most

(if

not

all)

data

redundancy

should

eliminated.
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4.

Data relations must be effectively handled.

5.

Security should be provided.

6.

A high degree of data integrity must be assured.

7.

The system must be costeffective.

There is also
entities

agreement

general

constitute

the

that

the

following

functional areas which are

major

needed for,an effective DBMS.
I.

The Data Manipulation Language (DML).

2.

The Data Definition Language (DDL).

3.

The Data Dictionary/Directory (DD/D).

4.

The Data Base Administrator (DBA).

a

Most authors feel that as a.further oidective the
DDL,

and

DML,

DD/D should be independent of each other and that

their structure should

be

independent

of

the

data

base

itself.

In eontrast to these Areas of general agreement,
has

there

been much debate on how these various objectives are to

0
be met, the extent to which they are to be met due to trade
off

considerations,

and

on

the

design

criteria for the

functional areas.

OVERVIEWS

The best way to begin the study of any field is with
concise overview of the field.

a

There is no shortage of such
1

116
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.

articles on .DBMS.
however,

the

Due

the

to

articles

vastness

field,

the

shallow

necessarily

aie

of

and

aie

generally restatements of each other.
Suglested readings include tha following:
Plagman* is the principle autnor of

1.

series

a

of -portfolios in Auerbach's Data Processing Mantesl

describe

which

concepts,

DBMS

planning,

implementation, and administration.
specified

COBOL dat.a base facilities

2.

the

Data Base Task Croup are also described in

CODASYL
a

by

series

Auerbach*

of

portfolios

also

are

and

Data

processing

very

Manual

relevant

to

an

overview of current DBMS thinking.
Canning,*

3.

devoted

a

ap

editor

provide

Analyzer, has

EDP

of issues to overviews of DBMS.

number

Though each cover a
also

of

certain

the 4reader

specific
with

a

area,
good

they

general

overview.
4.

Bachman's* 1973 ACM Turing Award
presented

in

(Nov*mber, 1973).

the

Communication's

Lecture

was

of

ACM

the

The overview describes the

* Throughout tehis paper, "*" is used to denot,e refertndes to
the bibliography at the conclusion of the paper, Thouth
unnumbered, the text provides enough information to allow
the reader to easily find the reference work.
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t

programmer

as

a

navigator

.

......

structure.

base

data

the

,.

s

.

Lupien* presented an overview

5.'

of

GUIDE-

the

SHARE DBMS-Requirements at GUIDE,(May, 1971).
Price* was

6.

the

chairman

panel

at

0

dUIDE

a

(November, 1972) session which discussed managerial

-

The paper developed

considerations for DBMS.

from

this session is an excellent overview.
Patterson*

7.

Generalotzed

presented

Data

Base

"Requirements

for

a

Management System," at the ,
r

Fall Joint Compu'er Conference (1971).
presented

Whitney*

8.

"Fourth

Generation

Data

is

Management Systems" at the NCC (1973).
4

.

Many other overviews are included in

biblibgraphy

the

and their titles generally make this apparent.

MAJOR WORKS

Having obtained

an 'overview

of

DBM&

throug-h

short

it is suggested that the' study'continue with some

articles,

of the major works which have been written.

In

particular,

..

the

Joint

GUIDE-SHARE

Dpms

Requirements* and the CODASYL %

Data Base Task Group* report are referenced by most
in

the

field.

Another

commonly

CODASYL 4stems Committee* report
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118

referenced

on. Jeature

authors

work is the

analysis

of

,

generalized DBMS.

Suggested readings include the follOwing:.
The,Joint GUIDE-SHARE Data

I.

Group*

describes

report

renuirements."1(

on

and

their view of long-range

The emphasis is

requirements for DBMS.
range"

equiremepts

Base

Not

on

"long-_

all

of the

listed requirements are "necessarily reafizable
current

hardware

stated in
report
the

their

details

of

is

the

to requirements as opposed to

how

requirements

these

However,

achieved.

as

Furthermore,

introduction.

confined

is

systems,"

software

and

on

report

the

may

be

an excellent .

is

summarx of the ideals which are to be sought

in

a

DBMS.

In contrast to

2.

Data

CODASYL

GUIDE-SHARE

the

Task

Base

report,

the

Group* report proposes a

currentli achievable common approach to

DBMS.

It

DDL

for

the

programmer (used in the sub-schema) and a

DDL

for

-

describes

detail

in

describing

the

proposed

its

(used by the Data Base

base

data

Administrator to develop a schema).

Many

COBOL.

management

commercially

systems

DML

proposed

It also details a

have

available

already

use

for

been

data

in

base

patterned

*

after

these

recommendations.
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Noteworthy

by its

absence is IBM, which has many
the

desirability

reservations

about

the suggestions for 4 common

of

approach.

Principles

Martin's

3.

excellent

its

in

of

Management

Data

comprehensive

coverage

major sub-areas of interest in the study
The

explanations

includes

text

organization

logical

organization

Language,

relational

Data

comprehensive selection of related

of

.range

a

physical
Data

Language/I,

approaches,

base

data

DBMS.

CODASYL

the

IBM's

of the

of

structures,

structures,

Description

of

is

and

a

objectives

and

techniques.

CODASYL

The

4.

Analysis

Feature

Committee*

Systems

Generalized

of

on

report

Base

Data

Managemeat Systems defines the features offered

in

-

present

Eight commercially available

day system's.

systems and .the Data Base Task Group proposals
described

in

relation to each of the ten features

described.

In addition COBOL is

basis

further

for

considered

development..

as

a

An introduction

Committee*

written by the CODASYL Systems
found

are

may

be

in the Communications of the ACM (May,I971).
More recently the

presented

a

summary

CODASYL
of
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a

Systems

follow-up

Committee
report

at

,

ACM'75.

This

which

criteria

describes

report

considered

be

should

detail

in

Selection and Acquisition of Data

the
the

in

Management

Base

Systems,

Systems

Cagan's* Data Management

5,

provides

very well written elementary overview of DBMS.
book is a first choice

a

The

non-technical

or

Tou's* Information Systems is a collection

of

for

the

uninitiated reader.
6.

submitted at the International Symposium on

paperi

Computer and Information Sciences (COINS) in

1972.

The

first seven papers (approximately one-third of

the

book)

are

devoted

Particularly

DBMS.

to

impressive is Everest's* paper on The Obiectives of
Database

which

Management,

was

taken

from

his

Ph.D. dissertation.
Knuth,* volume 3,

7.

must

be

included

on

Sorting

and

completeness.

for

volume is not particularly

oriented

Searching

Though the
toward

DBMS,

there is an abundance of'material which is directly
related to

DBMS

implementation.

well-known

His

works and expertise need no introduction.
.

The guarteria Bibliography,

8.

Data
for

of

Computers

and

Processing is an excellent source of material
the

study

of

DBMS.
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A

large

variety

of

periodicals

and

books

are

annotations following each.

included

Much of

brief

with

material

the

by the authors was located through the use of

used

this source.

THE DEBATE

The debate on DBMS has centered on comparisons
the

between

GUIDE-SHARE report and the CODASYL Data Base Task Group

(DBTG) report.

submitted

a

In addition, IBM, as a member of
minority

incorporating the
Journal

of

stating

report

proposed

Development.

DML

and

DBTG,

objections

its

DDL

the

into

the

to

COBOL

Therefore, to a large extent, the

sides have been IBM and its joint

user

groups

versus

the

A direct comparison between the GUIDE-SHARE report

and

DBTG.

the

DBTG

report

is

not

completely appropriate since the

former is an "ivory tower" approach while the

realizable and completely feasible approach.

currently

primary arguments against the DBTG proposal
degree

latter

to

which

the

proposal

falls

stem

short

of

from

is

a

The
the

the data

independence envisioned in the GUIDE-SHARE report.
Suggested readings include the following:
I.

Canning's* EDP Analyzer article on the subject
presents

a very good summary of the main points of

127
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each of

the .two

committee

reports

and

of

the

on

the

arguments for and against the DBTG proposal.
Engles,* as

2.

the

described

DBTG,

representative

IBM

his arguments at the ACM-SIGFIDET

Workshop in 1971.

IBM's* objections to the DBTG

3.

to

were

presented

the CODASYL Programming Language Committee (the

parent committee to the DBTG) in 1973.
'Jardine* presented

4.

Data

"A

Critical

Requirements"at GUIDE (1972).

Base

consultant to the GUIDE-SHARE
paper

Analysis

group,

and

of

He was a
in

the

presents some of his reservations on the

he

The paper also includes a very good

DBTG proposal.

data independence discussion which he expanded upon
at SHARE (1973).
Collmeyer*

5.

CODASYL

DML

Tani*

6.

proposed

an

alternative

to

the

at the ACM-SIGFIDET Workshop in 1972.
presented

a

comparison

of

the

DBMS

reports at SHARE (1972).

7.

Parsons* was listed as the primary author of a

Computer Journal (May,1974) article which noted the
problems with boolean

operations

DML.
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using

the

DBTG

DATA DICTIONARY/DIRECTORIES

The Data Dictionary/Directory (DD/D) in
location

central

for

is

a

descriptions maintained by the

data

Administrator

Data Base

contains

for

DBMS

a

using

the

dictionary

The

DDL.

source data definitions including descriptive text

users,

while

directory

the

contains

object

daca

definitions which direct the computer system to the physical
data.

A Data Dictionary/Directory
independent

exist

of

objectives

DODS.
achieve

even

a OD/DS are similar to the oftencited

of

degree

certain

a

outside

of

objectives

these

can

be

DBMS environment by means of

a

However, the combination of a
these

also

As Uhrowczik* points out, "Although

objectives of a DBMS, to
achieved

can

a DBMS, and several such systems are

commercially available.
the

(DODS)

System

DO/DS

DBMS

and

can

to a much higher degree than can

either by itself."

Suggested readings include the following:
I.

Uhrowczik's*
Journal

presents

DOD concept.

The

contents

a

of

article

in

the

IBM

Systems

very well written view 'of the

a

capabilities,

DOD

are

relational

descriptions

example.

Many

described
an

and

diagrams

124

12 9

objectives,

and

along

and

with

implementation
charts

are

also

included.

Cahill* describes a DD/D for building a common

2.

MIS

data

base

in

referenced Journal of

much

a

Systems Management article (November, 1970).
Canning* gives a

3.

good

overview

of

specific

packages which are commercially available in

DD/DS

EDP Analyzer (November, 1974).

DATABASE ADMINISTRATION

The Data Base Administrator (DBA) functiOn consists

of

the person or persons with the responsibility of maintaining
the integrity

the

of

organization.

data

base

and

to

its

efficient

The DBA is also responsible for defining the

rules and data descriptions for its use.
not

for

The

function

is

be confused with the Data Base Manager which is the

software and hardware of the DBMS;

and

which

is

commonly

In the larger sense, however,

thought of as being the DBMS.

it is generally agreed that a DBMS is not complete or viable
without the central control functions of the DBA.
Suggested readings include the following;
1.

The SHARE Data Base Administration
report

(June,

1974) presents a very comprehensive

view of the requirements, duties, and
needed

by

the

Committee*

capabilities

The suggestions for staffing

DBA.

125
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tbi, fUriction are particularly informative.

Schneider* presented an excellent overview

2.

of

/

at GUIDE (1972) in a short paper which is

DBA

the

more than just a "glossing over" of the sUbject.
A

Uhybach* also presented a paper

3.

Conference

GU/DE

Xpefi.00;e

and

in

which

educational

he

at

same

the

suggested

background

the

which

is

needed by the DBA.

PILE ORGANIZATIO$

Perhaps the function of
greatest

amount

of

the

technical

DBA

requires

which

the

expertise is in the.area of

organizin4 (and-reorganizing) the data base.

Decisions must

be made on the most efficient organizat4on, not only for one
application
consideration

department,

or

but

also

by

the organization as a whole.

taking

into

Reorganizatione

must be made when the efficiency deteriorates ovei time; the
extent

and

timing 0/ which must be made using cost-benefit

analysis.

The three following issues of the Communications of the

40

are recommended readings:

Bachman,* who received the 1973

1.

as

was
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wi

Award

previously noted, presented an overview of

storage structures in the special 25th

L

Turing

Anniversary

Issue of the CACM (July,1972).

Shneiderman* wrote an article on °Optimum Data-

2.

,

Base Reorganization Poin'ts" in June, 1973.
Cardenas*

3.

selection

wrote

on

the

evaluation

and

of file organization in September, 1973.

SELECTION OF A SPECIFIC SYSTEM

For most firms, the use of a commercial DBMS package is

a wiser choice than inhouse development.

The determination

of which commercial DBMS package to select, however,

extremely'

critical

complex

and

man'agerial

is

an

decision.

Canning,* in the February, 1974 issue of EDP Analyzer, lists
the major families of such systems as follows:
1.

IBM Families.
BOMP

Bill,oE Material Processor

DBOMP

DB Org. and Maint. Processor

MRP

Materials Records Processor

.1

IMS

.

GIS
2.

Inforrdation Management System

Generalized Information System

CODASYL Families.
IDS

Honeywell

CODASYL (DBTG)

DMS 1100

Univac

DMS

Xerox

132
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Integrated Data Store

:

TOTAL **
3.

File Managemen't Families.

Informatics, Inc.

MARK IV

cApplication Software, Inc.

ATI-ST
4.

(** possibly in this family)

Cincom

Inverted File Families.
SYSTEM 2000

MRI Systems Corporation; NCR

ADABAS

Software Ag (West Germany)

IFAM/II

Computer Corporation of America

METABASE

GTE Information Systems

Analyses of these various systems may be found

the

in

following references;

Canning* reviews the "compdtitive

1.

of

the

families

ideologies"

DBMS presented above in "The

of

Current Status of Data

Management"

Analyzer

1974)

(February,

isgue

gives

and

EDF

of

basic

a

overview of each.
2.

Canningt
(October,

also

1974)

devoted
systems

to

a

following
based

on

issue

the

DBTG

proposal.
3.

The

describe
considered

Systems

CODASYL

Committee*

reports

the features and criteria which should be
in

choosing

commercial systems.

from

among

the

various

(See MAJOR WORKS section.)

128
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Fong, Collica, and

4.

experiences

user

and

National Bureau

Marron
for

describe

six DBMS packages in a

Standards

of

features

report,

(November,

..

1975).
.0"

The

presents

report

concise

a

analysis of each system aimed at

aiding

overall
the

data

base decision maker.

Falr* compiled

5.

a

survey

DBMS

of

software

packages in Modern Data, (May, 1971).
Numerous presentations on

6.

the

families,

IBM

particulary IMS, have been given at GUIDE and SHARE
conferences.

RELATIONAL DATA BASE SYSTEMS
..

The greatest hope
independence

achieving

for

envisioned

the

level

much

research

has

data

the GUIDESHARE report lies in

by

the relational model proposed by Codd* in 1970.
time

of

been

Since

that

done in this area, yet some

practical problems still remain.
The

relational

approach

is

calculus.

based

on

Basically

relational
the

model

algebra

consists of a

number of named relations which Associate fields within
data

base

to form a set.

and

quantity.

The

number,

part

principal advantage of this

129

134
.

-

the

For example, the relation "PART"

could "return" a set of triples consisting of
supplier,

and

e

approach lies in the fact that the user of the relation need
not be concerned with the structure of the data base.
Suggested readings include the following:
Codd's* pioneering work in the

1.

of

the

Communications

ACM (June, 1970) is required reading.

The

well written article contains a great deal of depth
and insight.

Jervis* and Parker presented "An Approach

2.

a

Working

Relational

Dati

System"

at

for

the ACM--

SIGFIDET Workshop in 1972.

Date's* paper in Tou's* book is

3.

tutorial
the

on the subject.

relational

model

an

excellent

Comparisons are given of
approach

versus

traditional hierarchical and network approaches.

'
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the

SUMMARY

the 'previous

It is hoped that
selections

have

provided

field

can

literature.

To

follows

in

which

dimensions

only

attained

be

facilitate

much

of

this

in

reading

the current

of

by actual study of the
study,

a

bibliography

what has been published on the

subject in this decade is included.
1970's

and

Of course a comprehensive view of- this

literatuie on DBMS.
vast

the

overview

It is confined

fo

4he

the belief that all of.the important concepts of

DBMS may be,found in works publfshed

within

years.

mail*

tzs
136
131

the

last

six
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